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INTRODUCTION

Much has been made of Thomas füolfe's fanr¡ous statement, in The Story

of a Novel, that "man's search to find a father" was ,,the central legend

that I wished my book [Of Time and the River] to express."l In all the

discussion of this theme, the important word "legend', has tended to

become lost. But if this particular theme may be expressed. as the "search

to find a father", then it would appear that the vehicle or mode for that

theme is "legiend". And Wo]fe, whether speaking about trains or about

literary criticism, would no doubt agree that the vehicle is as important

as the passenger.

In an early description of Of Time and the River, contained in a letter

to Max Perkins, Ìtlolfe states that the first part of the book will tell ,. not

abouÈ the protagonist, but "about hís country, the seed that produced him,

etc." Furthermore, "I want to construct my story on the model of the old

folk epic: rBeowulfr, for example." In the same letter he talks of creating

"fables and regend.s", of his use of ancient myths, and of his betief that
)

"mants greatness comes in knowing lthat he is lost] and. then making myths."-

References to this plan, or to the endless varíations upon it, are

sprinkled throughout lVol-f,ers letters and notebooks, and the scheme has left

what might best be called. a giant'glacia-l scar upon the continent of the

novelist's fictional output. And the ear that is attuned to that l-ittle

word "legend" will hear it leaping out from lrlolfets pages in an astounding

variety of contexts, connotations, and tones, but somehow always carrying

the same elusivety unified thrust of meanings and imports. Wolfe's use of

the word. always contains a kind of wiLd and epic force, held within the

highly complex and filigreed structure of a titerary mod.e or technique.

It is the contention of this thesis that T¡Iolfe had a coherent theory or

idea of legend, as sophisticated and as significant as any concept of meta-

phor , narrative technique, or characterization.

i,:' ;.'
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Chapters Two and Three of the thesis deal with specific works by

lVolfe. Chapter T\do will use Look Homeward, Angel to show how V'Iolfe

developed his theory of legend through a fictional protagonist, distin-

guishing meanwhile between the popular and literary concepts of legend.

The final chapter will examine The Hills Beyond, not as Wolfers most

stunning achievement, but as a clearty-defined and fascinating explor-

ation of legend both in theory and in fictional practice.

But since tüo1fe made it his task to describe what it is that is

distinctively American about America, it is part of the critic's job to

define also what is distinctly American about !{otfe. So, Chapter One of

the thesis will explore the wortd of V,lolfe I s thought (with the idea of

legend,as touchstone) aqainst the background of the American literary

tradition. The purpose of this chapter is manifold, as it attempts to

draw together, under a common heading, several strains in American thought

and literature, all of which are facets of "legend'f as understood by

V'Iolfe. Basically, Vfolfe's idea of legend. has its roots in the symbolic

mode of nineteenth-century American l-iterature, and this in turn, it is

suggested, springs from American transcendentalism and. ideal-ism--not only

as expounded by Emerson, but as embraced on a general and fundamentaL

level by the American mind. The nature of the railroad is explored briefly

as an example of a trad.itional and legendary symbol in American literature,

and Fred.erick Jackson Turner's "Frontier Thesis" Ís cited as representative

of a widespread, mythic view that Americans have of theír own development

and character. Chapter One also sho\¡/s that Wolfe's critics have dealt

inadequately, if at all, with his uses of slzmbolism. The idea of "the

enchanted city" is taken as characteristic of this aspect of his technique,

suggesting at the same time Wolfers belief that these symbolic concepts

f.:::

L:lr .
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have their origin in a state of pre-exístence, or in the very structure

of the American psyche. Legend, in fact, while not the same thing as

symbolr frây be thought of as a symbol that derives, and takes its force

from, the national culture. :":.:.:_r;.,:,., 
1,..::.:_::::-"-:'.::::

In all- of these respects, Henry David Thoreau wrote a much better

introduction to my thesis than I ever coul-d. In his essay entitled
?

"lfalking"r" Thoreau holds, like l¡trol-fe, that "There is a truer account 
,.t,,...;,. ,.
'-... .t.-:'.:':.;

of lAmerica] in mythology than in any history of America, so called, that i,1:¡,":,.,;,'=r.',',
:':

I have seen" (p. 604). The essay, written some thirty years before ¡r,';';.,, 1'.,.,'.,''
i.'::,-::-::: i: 

:.:::.i': 
a

Turner, contains a concise statement of the Turner thesis: "Ever T am

leaving the city more and more, and withdrawing into the wil-d.erness. I

should not lay so much stress on this facE, if t did not believe that t,

l

something like this is the prevailing tendency of my countrymen. I must

walk toward Oregon, and not toward Europe. And that way the nation is
1

moving..." (p. 608). The notion of pre-existence is there, too (p. 599), 
.

i

and the title of the essay is also its central image, becoming Thoreau's l,
:

Ideal- or symbol of the American adventure: the individual walker consents

"in his pettiest walk with the general movement of the race" (p. 609).. 
!,,,,,:,i.,.'.,,,.r..:,.''.,'

fndeed, tr{olfe would have little quarrel with the passage Thoreau quotes , ::,':.:.:..: .

,lt;',,',-"t-t,t.'.t ',''

from the journals of Sir Francis Head: "The heavens of America appear

infinitely higher, the sky is bl-uer, the air is fresher, the cold is in-

tenser, the moon l-ooks larger, the stars are brighter, the thunder is

louder, the lightning is vivider, the wind ís stronger, the rain is heavier, ' i,ì..,,t,,'.;it;.

the mountains are higher, the rivers longer, the forests bigger, the plains

broader" (p. 61f). Truly, America "is a fabulous country, the only fabu-

lous country; it is the one place where miracles not only happen, but where

they happen all the time."4 ,,:,t;i,'it,l'¡t' ,,'

Besides dealing with Vlolfe's o\,rrn idiosyncratic use of the term "1egend", 
r::1"r:r:1 :ì':r:;.
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the thesis should al-so contribute towards filling the gap índicated by

Richard Dorsonts perhaps exaggerated, but nonetheless considerable, com-

plaint that "We have as yet no studies demonstrating the influence of

legendry on American literature. "5

i..'
t.,:
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CHAPTER I

THOMAS I¡IOLFE: THE REACH AND THE GRASP

My concern in this study is wíth the grandest dream of one of

Americars most puzzLLng and eccentric novelists. And because the concern

is the dream, h¡e must consider not only its realizaLíon, but the plan or

theory which gave rise to its fruition. We must evaluate process as well

as product, and if the two are farther apart in Thomas Vlolfe than in many

another artist, then that is all the more reason to consider them individu-

ally. Paschal Reeves notes that "!'loLfers fiction, whatever its short-

comings may be, would have merited the approval of Browningrs Andrea del

Sarto in at least one particular: his reach exceeded his grasp."f One

of the central themes of his work is that man envisions far more than he

can ever grasp, and the value of a person's l-ife is not measured by what

he in fact achieves, but by what he hopes for--by how ardently he seeks

"the unfound d.oor" and "the great forgotten language." V'IoLfe. perhaps

more than any other Amerícan novelist, must be evaluated in the light of

his vision, not just in the light of that infamously sprawling mass of

'manuscript he left behind as his achievement.

This critical approach--tending toward the theoretical more than the

practical--finds itself in good company , tor Williarn Faufkner said that

"among his and my contemporaries, I rated f'lolfe first because we had all

failed but I¡trolfe had made the best failure because he had tried. to say

)
the most."- A lesser man, Henry Seidel Canby, has denigrated l¡trolfe for

this same reason. Speaking of Look Homeward, Angel , he writes, "So r.nuqh

for the purpose of this novel. Its achievement is less. Vfith all- its

richness of detail, its passion, its poetry, and its intense realism of

contemporary life, there is an impotence in this book like the impotence

!{olfe ascribes to his America.'3
; ":: 

::
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Certainly the record of Wolfe's books is one of search and journey,

and not of discovery or arrival; and surely a novel-ist ís entitled to

match his style and content to his theme. As Pamela Hansford Johnson

expresses it, "His work was left in chaos, he had seen the world. as chaos,"4

and as f,lo]fe himself told John Ha]l ülheelock, "You want to make a perfect

thing, but I want tg get the whole wilderness of the American continent
5into my r¡rork. "- If this be "impotence", it is an impotence which styl-is-

tically reproduces the phenomenon about which Vüo1fe is writing. If Wolfers

nor¡els are formless and. sprawling (and finally not "novels" at all), it

is because he is writing about a formless and sprawling nation, and it is

precisely these qualities which he is trying to define.

That üIolfe viewed. these traits of impossible conception and restless,

formless wandering as being essentially American, may be seen in the

following passage from the story "Dark ïn the Forest, Strange as Time", ,

l

l

The scene was one of richness, power and luxury, 
l

evoking as it did the feeling of travel in a crack 
'European express, which is different from the feeling 
I

one has when he rides on an American train. Tn America, I

the train gives one a feeling of wild and lonely joy,
aSenSeoftheSavage,unfenced,andi11imitablewi1der-
ness of the country throuÇh which the train is rushing' ,' ,j'.,' '

a wordless and unutterable hope as one thinks of the .' .,

enchanted city toward which he is speeding; the unknown : :.,:,
and fabulous pïomise of the life he is to find there ;,:, :.:.::

In Europe, the, feeling of joy and pleasure is more l

actual, ever present. The luxurious trains, the rich
furnishings, the deep maroons, dark blues, the fresh,
well-groomed vivid colors of the carsf the good food and
the sparkling, heady wine, and the worldly, wealthy,
cosmopolitan look of the travellers--all of th-is fills ,,::':.,':,-:r

one with a powerful- sensual joy, a sense of expectancy i::r:-.::

about to be realized. In a few hourst time one goes from
country to country, through centuries of history, a world
of crowded. culture and whole nations swarming with people, 

.,from one famous pleasure-city to another.
And, instead of the wild joy and nameless hope one

fee]s as he looks out the window of an American train, one
feels here (in Europe) an incredible joy of reaLLzatíon, an 

it.r:-,,r,,immediate sensual gratification, a feeling that there is ,:.:: :.
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nothing on earth but wealth, power, luxury, and
love, and that one can live and enjoy this,life,
in all the infihíte varieties of pleasure, forever.o

In this passage, Inlolfe takes one of his most important symbols of the

American character ,7 und. shows that, while the concrete basis for the

symbol night be present in another cultural milieu, its significance is

quite different for the American than for the European.

fn substantíation of this theory, iL is we1l to remember that both

the symbol of the train, and the particular significance attached to it,

are part of the American literary tradition. Hawthornets story "The

Celestial Railroad" , for example, is the New l¡Iorld version of Bunyan,s

famous allegory, transferring the City of Destruction and the Celestial

City to America, and portraying a trainload of Americans en route to

the latter destination. The story is satirical, of course, for while

Bunyan's pilgrim Christian may have made progress, Hawthorne's point is

that in the one country which in modern times has seemed the embodiment

of progress, real progress is but an illusion. As Mr. Stick-to-the-right,

who eschews the comforts of rail travel in favour of the surer locomotion

of his own feet, says of the "celestial" railroad, "You may travel on it

all your lifetime, were you to live thousands of years, and. yet never

get beyond the limits of vanity Fair." stil-l, the first person protagonist

of the Hawthorne story has the sense that he is actually going somewhere:

he does not doubt that he wil-l- arrive at his destination, and even at the

end he continues to marvel, ,rrlïety, at the iron-shod wonder of modern

technology that has mad.e such a journey at once so comfortabl_e and so

expeditious.

The similarity between Hawthorne's "Celestial City" and Wolfe's

"enchanted city" (as the image is expressed in the passage above, and
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throughout Wolfe's work) will be immediately apparent. The great city

to which Vrlolfe's protagonists are al-hlays journeying on the train, which

they always see in the form of a vision, which is the end of a1I strife

and the realisation of the greatest happiness, love, fame, etc. that men

can imagine, and which is never there when they arrive--this is no less

than the HoIy City, the Celestial Jerusalem: but with an American twist.

A famous passage in Walden provides a simílar perspective on this

phenomenon of the American Dream. Chapter fV, entitled "Sounds", is given

over largely to a discussion of the train which regularly passed close to

Thoreau's retreat. In one place, Thoreau's phrase "a celestial train"

echoes Hawthorne. The phrase is, as in Hawthorne, ironic, for Thoreau is

at this point describing not the train itself, but its clouds of smoke,

"going to heaven while the cars are going to Boston." By comparison with

its transcendent train of vapour, "the petty train of cars which hugs

the earth is but the barb of the spear", and it is the barb which does

the damage.

Analogously, the dreams of Vüolfets and Hawthorners protagonists are

directed toward the celestial city, while their bodies are headed for

disappointment, if not damnation--whether it be in the form of Boston,

New York, or some other airy urban fantasy. Hawthorne, in fact, puts

his stòry into the very form of a dream, from which his protagoníst

awakes upon receiving a cold shower from the waters of Death. I{ol-fe, too,

maintains artistic distance from hís protagonist, for we never accompany

Eugene or George on a train without the knowledge that the illusion of

stepped-up life which travel induces, and the fantasy of the distant city,

will vanish the moment the train-wheels stop--or at least as soon as the

traveller's inertia (a not inconsiderable factor in !üolfe) is arrested..

In this connection, Louis Rubin aptly remarks that lrlolfe's forte is "the
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poetry of motion. "9

A1l- three of these American \^rriters demonstrate a fascínated enthu-

siasm for the railroad.. This is inherent in the highly-charged language

with which they d.escribe it, but it is belied by their conmon theme.

For all three (and this may even be argued. in the case of Thoreau) con-

sciously betray r naiï.tå in their protagonist or persona. rt is impor-

tant that this should be ,r.iï"tå and not sinfulness (even in Hawthorne),

for if there is one predominant image of America in her litefature and

history, it is that of the nation as an adolescent, which d.oes not sin in

stumbling r but merely stumbles into sin.

This blind, d.riven, and yet wholly innocent quality of the American

character is often represented in the image of the rails of destiny.Io

Thoreau says that although he suspects the train will return the way it

has come, "its orbit does not look like a returningi curve." That is,

like Hawthorne's train, it gives the illusíon of transcendence, while in

fact it is goíng, ultimately, nowhere. I¡trol-fe's work is fu]1 of this ironic

tension between curves or arcs, and straight lines. In "Death the proud

Brother", for instance, he d.escribes the scene after a construction worker

has fallen to his death from a tatl building: "The street, the people, the

tall thin buildings: these were al-l plane lines and angles. There were

no curves in the street--the only thing that curved had been that one

rich cry." Immediately preceding the manrs fall and his arcing cry of doom,

the writer describes a vision of his "mistress's jolly, d.elicate, and

rosy face of noble beauty": "And the image of that single face seemed to

give a tongue to joy, a certitude to alt the po\¡rer and happiness I fe1t,

to resume into its small circle, as into the petals of a flower¡ alf of

the gtory, radiance, and varj-ousness of life,"11
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The "rosy" face, with its empetalled circularity, suggestive of the

Mystic Rose, is, like the curve of the death-cry, an attempt to escape

from the empty, harsh linearity of the American reality ínto the tran-

scendent comfort of the cyclical. (The construction workerrs final word,

incid.entally, is "Christr "--"that word so seldom used for love and mercy.t')

The contrast here between the ideal and the real, between the Èranscendent

and the immanent, parallel-s that which lrlolfe makes in the passage on Euro-

pean and American trains quoted above.

The term "transcendent" has been used deliberately. For V'Iolfe was

a\^rare of the ironic tensíon inherent in the fact that while the d.ominant

phíIosophy of nineteenth-century America was Transcendentalist, the coun-

try's practical stance has always been empirical. America hopes for the

existence of the holy city at the end of its raiL journey, but, like

Hawthorners protagonist in "The Celestial Railroad.," it also expects to

be able to return. It is only logical to assume that one can always go

home again, and weekends and holidays may be reserved for jaunts to Jeru-

salem. The American railroad network does indeed form a circle despite the

optical illusion of linearity it presents: but it is a circl-e which ends

where it began (usually in the City of Destruction). The transcendent cir-

cle or cycle, on the other hand, begins where it ends. Or, if you wi1l,

does not end at all.

There is a danger here in becoming too involved with labels and. termi-

nology, and this is one trap that lfolfe, unlike some of hís literary pre-

decessors of the nineteenth-century, managed to avoid. Of course, he had

read his Kant, Hegel, Coleridge, Carlyle, Emerson, et ull2--brrt he never

seriously used any philosophicaL terminology. It may be worth recalling

that Hawthorne, in the story we have been discussing, describes an encounÈer
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vTith "a German by birth . .. çalfed Giant Trancendentalist", who

"shouted after us, but in so strange a phraseology that we knew not

what he meant, nor whether to be encouraged or affrighted." !r7olfe,

too, knew better than to discourage his readers by the use of heavy-

handed terminology.

The purpose of these remarks, then, is not to l-abel Wolfe as a

frustrated "Transcendentalist", nor to explore the Scyl1a and Charybdis

of Immanence and Transcendence, or Empiricism and ldealism. But there

is a value in showing that !üolfe had certain things in common with Amer-

ican Transcendentalism, that he could not escape his heritage, and that

he was conscious of it. For it is only in thís light that Wolfers

theory of legend may properly be understood.

Charles Feidelson, in his valuable book on American symbolism, has

demonstrated the relationship between Transcendentalism, as the nineteenth-

centuryts characteristic cast of thought, and symbolism, as the basic

mode of the centur.yts literature. The repercussíons of Transcendentalism

were general, according to Feidelson, and "could not be escaped even by

writers like Melville, Hawthorne, and Poe, who were hostile to its super-

ficial features. As a method, the new philosophy extended beyond the pro-

vincial- clique which was labeled 'transcendentalist' and which stated the

theory most fully; for it arose as a function of American l-ife and thought."

Furthermore, Feidelson shows that "the new philosophy was thoroughly na-

tive, though not in a sense that cuts it off from contemporary thinking."l3

There should be no need to re-harrow this already-broken ground, but

a fehi words from Emerson may be enough to suggest the importance of the

symbolíc mode and the Transcendental vision to an understanding of Thomas

Wolfe:
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The ld.eal-ism of the present day acquired the name
of Transcendental from the use of that term by
fmmanuel Kant ... who replied to the skeptical
philosophy of Locke, which insisted that there r¡Ias

nothing in the intellect which rnias not previously
in the experience of the senses, by showing that
there was a very important cfass of ideas or imper- ...

ative forms, which did not come by experience, but
through which experience \¡ras acquired; that these
were intuitions of the mind itself; and he denom-
inated them Transcendental forms.f4

It is perhaps significant that Emerson uses the Platonic terminology--

"ideas" and "forms"--whif,e Kant himself would have talked in terms of

'lcategories" of thought and "modes" of perception. Thís may appear a

meagre distinction, until we consider that Wolfe's "enchanted city" might

very readily have found a place in Emerson's "class of ideas ... through

which experience [is] acquired", where it wou1d probably have been con-

sidered but an airy fantasy ín Kant's much more sophisticated and ab-

stract system of thought. This difference may stem merely from the fact

that Emerson had a more poetic mind. than Kant, or it may be that adoles-

cent America has a penchant for pampering dreams. trfhatever the case,

Vfolfe's fiction is full of what might be cafled "Transcendental forms",

and these find their expressíon through the medium of s1'rnbol. Wolfe's

"enchanted city" is just such a symbol, as are "the stone, the 1eaf, the

unfound door", the web and the rock, the angel, the night, the river, the

railroad itself, and many more.

Significantly, there is one large idea which, in one way or another,

subsumes all these symbols, and it is one which several of lVol-fe's critics

have expounded: the notion of pre-exi=t"n.".15 This idea is central, and

explicit, in Look Homeward, Ange], appearing first in the poetic epigraph

on the opening page: "Remembering speechlessly I¡/e seek the forgotten

language, the lost land-end into heaven. a stone, a leaf, an unfound

door." Iu1uch has been made of the similarities between V']olfe and Proust,
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but when Proust has the great artist Elstir say,

with wisdom, we must discover it for ourselves",

"!r7e are not provid.ed

16 this would seem to

be directly contrary to the stance and direction which lfolfe's novels

take. Vlolfers protagonists begin with an ideal---such as the city--which

has no practical basis in their own, pr'ivate experience. This ideal they

carry perpetually with them, continually testing it against reality,

usually finding it lackíng, but nevertheless remaining stubbornly faith-

ful to the original vision. It matters not how many disappointments,

inhumanities, and banalities Eugene Gant or George Vfebber have to ljve

through in New York: the shining city remains burning in their vision,

with all its promise of gLory, love, fame, wealth, and a hundred other

V'Iol-fean abstractiorr= . 
tt

Furthermore, these intuited. symbols need not be "ideals" in the

restricted sense of being desiderata. The symbols of the web and the rock,

for example, or the ideas of South and North, are closer to beíng true

Kantian "categories" of thought. Consider this remarkable passage from

The tr{eb and the Rock:

'In every man there are two hemispheres of light
and dark, two worlds discrete, two countries of his
soulls ad.venture. And one of these is the dark land,
the other half of his heart's home., the unvisited
domain of his father's earth.

And this is the land he knows the best. It is the
earth unvisited.--and it is his, as nothing he has seen
can ever be... It is the great world of his mind., his
heart, his spirit, built there in his imagination, shap-
ed by wonder and unclouded by the obscuring flaws of
accident and actuality, the proud, unknown earth of the
lost, the found., the neverhere, the ever-real- America,

. unsullied, true, essential, built there in the brain,
and shaped to glory by the proud and flaming vision of
a child.18

The passage goes on to designate these two hemispheres by the terms

and "North", and an analysis of similar passages could reveal- these

"Southtt

to
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correspond, respectively, to the "r,rreb" and the "rock". Although in the

face of these pure, "essential", and "unsullied" categories, "actuality"

is an "obscuring flaw", nevertheless there is a tendency for Vilolfe and

his protagonists to see the world in and through these terms, and to

Iine up the objective things of experience under one heading or the other.

It is often useless, however, for the reader to try and decide which

things, places¡ ând'people belong in which category, for the categories

remain inherent structures of the mind, mappings of the human psyche, and

as such bear little relation to the external facts of reality or experi-

ence. They are not things perceived, but modes of perception. Vühile in

such a conceptual world the laws of thoughts are the laws of things, in

Wolfe's novels things have a way of following their own laws, too, wi11y-

nil1y. And thus the conflict between idealism and naturalis*t'--r 
"orr-

flict that has found its way into the phrase "the iron horse" ,20 und

incid.entally into the very marrow of American literature. Vrfolfe's grasp

is not only less than his Transcendental- reach: the two are,locked in a

basic conflict.

There need be no apology, then, for having qroted Emerson in an essay

on Wolfe. In fact, one of Vlolfe's most memorable characters bears a.sus-

pícious resemblance to the Concord philosopher himself. Eugeners Uncle

Bascom, like Emerson, \^/as educated at Harvard; studied theology and was

ordained; wrote poetry; left the church because he could. not accept its

doctrinei read and admired Carlyle, Hegel, and Kant. fn fact, lfolfe's

original name for Bascom was "Uncle Emerson", and if this is not enough,

\^re are told that Bascom had "a head that was high-browed, Lean and lonely,

a head that not only in its cast of thought but even in its physical con-

tour, and in its profound and lonely earnestness, bore an astonishing

resembl-ance to that of E*"t"orr."2l The fact that this physical resemblance
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is confined to the head again suggests the conf1ict of idealism and

naturalism: the sordid, confused. detaiLs of Bascomts Iife, the

frustration of his odd marriage, the pettiness of his career and the

plainness of his office--all these are in direct contrast to his dígnity

of thought and his greatness of spirit. Wolfe's superb characters, his

"great people", all have a reach that is infinitely greater than their

grasp.

E.K. Brown, although he does not point out the similarities between

Bascom and Emerson, does recognise Bascom as, "after Mr. Gant, the most

demonic male figure in the novels", and a symbol of the lost past.22

Sometimes, when Eugene "looked at the old man, he had a sense of union
23with the past." Emersonf as the founder of the formal Transcenden-

talist school in America, real1y does represent Americars past--and

therefore 
-an 

important aspect of the American character in the present

century. In many \^rays, lüolfets work is not "the moral history of the
24

Young American" so much as the moral history of Young America.

A recognition of the symbolic dimensions of Wolfe's characters is

an important step, and one that inevitably leads to a much larger critical

problem involving the whole of American literature. In his study of

Faulkner, for example, lrtilliam Van OtConnor contrasts the "new realism"

of most of Faulkner's contemporaries (Theodore Dreiser, Sinclair Lewis,

and John Dos Passos are his examptes) with Faulkner's tend.ency towards

the creation of "allegorical characters", the inventíon of "highly

symbol.ic actions", and the writíng of "poetic and ríchly rhetorical

prose'r. He goes on to say: "Their kind of realism was an effort to

reflect everyday experience or 'ordinary reality'. It was a period. when

many Americans \^rere suspicious of rhetoric, elegance, style, even lit-

erarlz conventions. "
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O'Connor aligns Faulkner more with nineteenth-century American

writing: the "high rhetoric", "fo1k rhetoric", "archaic" language, and

"tall tales" i "the sensational and eerie imagínings of Charles Brockden

Bro\^rnf Edgar Allan Poe, and even Ambrose Bierce"; "Hawthornets allegory

and Gothic romance, both employed in a detached explicatíon of a peo-

ple of grim righteousness"i "Cooperts protagonists of innocencet'. He

even says that "in at l-east one respect, Faulkner is reminiscent

Melville", in that both writers could forge at once "a vision of
25

innocence" and "a vision of nightmarísh horror."

of

pure

OrConnorts views are, for the most part' representative, and in his

alignment Thomas Vüolfe would probably fall into the camp of the "new

reafistst'. or, just possibly, with his often rhetorical, poetic, and

even archaic prose, V'IoIfe might be allowed to be a hybrid. Hugh Ho1man'

for example, links Wolfe and Faulkner by way of rhetoric, especíally

their "particular linguistic combination ... of :concrete detai1, accurate

speech, and incantatory rhetorical extrava gance.u2Ç

Whether Faulkner be the true heir and preserver of the nineteenth-

century American pïose tradítion, and the so-called "new realists" indeed

represent a departure from this tradition; or whether, on the other hand'

the likes of Dreiser, Lewis and Dos Passos may be shown to have the same

affinity with Hawthorne, Melville, and Poe that O'Connor has suggested

is the case with Faulkner ì or t on still- another hand, whether "realism"

has not always been the dominant tenor of American fiction, are questions

beyond the scope of this present study. In the case of Thomas llolfe,

however, an attempt will be made to show that, given OrConnor's guide-

lines, Woffe shares with Faulkner, besides certain important traits of

language and style and not a littl-e of the puritanical and Gothic flavour,
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the l-atterrs allegorical, strmbolic, and mythic techniques.

In this respect, Bror,vn's article entiLled "Thomas Wolfe: Realist

and Symbolist" is significant, for it points out that Wo1fe's main

, characters "v¡ere at once highly complicated individuals who attracted
:

the real-ist in him and. also typical figures, often indeed gigantic

symbols, of American life. His central character in the first two novels,

Mr. Gant.... has the symbolic significance of nothing less than America

I itself." Brown goes on to say that Gant¡ ês !'a symbol of the American

adventure", gives to his fellow townsmen "an imperfect awareness of a

hidden affinity--of something in Mr. Gant which is going beyond them on

a path that they too idealJ-y would fol1ow."27 And this is the clue:

IVolfe's large portraits are not necessarily of typical Americans--in

fact, they are usually quíte untypical, and many critics have spoken

adversely of the gargantuan exaggeration of the lVolfean .hara.t.r".28

However, they do embody the typical American drives and dreams, and in

this way they tend to be projections of the American psyche. Wolfe spoke

of describing things "åot the way they were, but the way they should be

in the unfathomed, strange, and unsuspected logics of man's braín and

heart--and that were, on thisaccount, more real- than lealness¿ and more'

true than ho*.."29 These "unfathomed ... logics" would seem to bear

comparison with Kantrs "categ'ories" of thought--to be, in short, in-

herent structures of the human mind and psyche.

Several- critics besides Bro\^rn have talked of "s1zmbol" and "myth" in

connection with !Vol-fe. Blanche Gelfant expfores the city as a symbo1 in

ülolfe: "As he recreated the city, he imposed upon it his personal meanings,

30
so that he moved always from literal transcription to symbolic statement."

': .:'. : :.:i._'

Clyde Clements contends that "partly because lVolfe was working steadily on 
1.'-..,.,,,
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one elaborate manuscript in his later life ... he created symbolic

patterns which inform and structure his rork."31

Robert Penn Vrlarren calls Mr. Gant a "symbol of the fatherland, the

source, the Land of viol-ence, drunkenness, fecundity, beauty, and vigour."

Gant has a quality that ís "heroic, mythical, symbolic", and "even after

the old Gant is dead the force of his personality, or rather the force of

the slzmbol into which that personality has been elevated., is an active

agent, and a point of reference for interpretation."32 Henry seidel canby

has made a similar corrunent on the dead.Gant, saying that in of Time and

the River he "still- dominated. the imagination of the youth, for he in his

vast energy and incredible vitality is the old America where man almost

became worthy of his continent."33 w.p. Albrecht argues that the v'lolfe

novels illustrate "a relating of action to time through image, myth, and

symbol", and that Wolfe has his protagonists discover, "partly through

the creative process, that certain human experiences are typical of all

human experiences, that identification with the archetypal could bring a

man something of the stability he desired. "34

Critics such as Hugh Holman have connected Wolfe's symbolic technique

with his "epic impulse, the desire to define in fiction the American char-

acter and to typify the American experience." Hol-man credits Wolfe with

attempting to raise realistic scenes to a 1evel of "universality": "He

wished to weave a myth of his native land., an embodiment of its nature and

spirit."35 Elsewhere, Holman describes the "powerful epic impulse,' as

having "motivated much American writing sínce the eighteenth century: the

attempt to encompass in a fable or narrative the spirit and nature of the

land' to represent the soul of a people through a representative hero and

archetypal actions."36 T.L. Collins says that Wolfe,s characters have
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"symbolic" d.imensions representing various facets of America: V'Iolfe

thus achieves a "synthesis of the universal and the particular.,'37

Richard. Kennedy goes further into Wolfe's actual epic techniquer sug-

gesting that by means of such d.evices.as Homeric epithet, dithyramb, and

rhythmic and poetic diction, "he adds heroic stature to his characters,

âsr for example, o1d Gant, the rFar-Wandererr, with his 'earth-devouring
38stride. I "

As enlightening as these comments are, they are also, oddly enough,

scattered and undeveloped.. They are contained, for the most part, in

general surveys of the V'lolfe canon, or in essays that are primarily con-

cerned with Îüol-fe's literary reputation. As with Thoreau's train, these

incisive remarks puff up to heaven like smokey vraste, while the rail-

roading critic chugs on to matters of greater importance (such as the

endlessly-debated. question of "form" in the novels, or the absorbing prob-

l-ems of "autobiography") .

Generally, one senses a critical confusion about the symbolic aspect

of Wolfe's technique. More than that, there is a shirking of responsi-

bility--a feeling that, since V'Iolfe did not know what he was doing, it is -ì,..i-,..:-::,:r

not up to the critic to shore up hís epic ruins. The critics seem to .¡..1,,.,;.

feel that lvolfe was so successful at creating marvellously realisti-c peo- ''" ''

p1e and scenes, that to explore his use of such a device as symbolism

would be slightly irrelevant. They sense it is there, but there is an

embarrassment over analysing too closely a technique that lfolfe himself

may not have been a\¡Iare he was using. At once refreshing and maddening,

for example, ís Vl.M. Frohockrs moment of insight, when he compares the

Gant family in Look Homewarb., Angel to the Oresteian family. The impor-

tant thing is not Frohock's exact parallels (which are, perhaps, a litt1e
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far-fetched), but the fact that he notices mythic d.imensions. He con-

cludes, however, by saying, "One feels that V'Iolfe cannot really have

39intended these things, and yet, vaguely, there they are!"

Holman notes that V{olfe "borrowed Greek myths, sketching characters

to fill- the roles of Antaeus, Heracles, Poseidon, Kronos, Gaea, Helen,

Jason--seeking to find in the pattern of their lives a controlling myth

40or metaphor for the meanings he wanted. to convey." This is true

enough, but it does not take into account Vflotfe's conviction that "in

the cultures of Europe and of the Orient the American artist can find no

antecedent scheme, no structural plan, no body of tradition that can

give his own work the valid.ity and truth that iÈ must have."4l

In one of the most recent (albeit j-nformal) surveys of current devel-

opments in fVoLfe criticism, some "ne¡v directions" discussed. include

I;folfers relation to romantic critical theory, his influences during the

undergraduate years, his use of humour and satire, the relevance of the

Notebooks, and the movement towards greater social concern in the l-ater.

work. There is a feeling that discussion of lrfolfe has tended to be too

evaluative, and it is high time to get down to some serious efucidâtion

of his ideas and techniques. Hovrever, there is a tameness and lack of

imagination in the few fresh critical perspectives that are .advan 
""ð,.42

In short, one of the things that is lacking in tr{olfe criticism is a

solid framework within which to analyse his expressed aims and concerns,

particularly his feeling that he was "a voice for the experience of a

43race." His "epic impulse"--his desire to universalise his material in

such a way that it would be specifically expressive of the grand designs

of the American land, personality, history, and. culture--needs no further

documentation, but the presence of this urge in his works, in the form of
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specific fictional techniques and thematic designs, does require much

more detail-ed. analysis and explication.

One of the techniques Vüol-fe employed in order to accomplish his

universalising or epic ends has been called "symbol", but this is a term

that Wolfe rarely used. V,lhat he did talk about was "legend", and for

lVolfe this one word seemed to gather into itself all that is trad.ition-

a1ly meant, not only by "1egend", but also by the term "symbo1". A pas-

sage from the Notebooks wil-l clarify how these two apparently different

concepts came together in VrTolfe's mind under a single heading:

The personality of a great man almost inevitabl-y creates
a legend. That legend begets other ones, until as time
goes on, the legends have so mixed. and multiplied that
the original character and personalíty of their hero is
partially obscured. This happened to Napoleon. It
happened to George V'tashington. It happened to Abraham
Lincoln.... And in a way this is inevitable because a
great man is a legend.

For a legend, consid.ered. in one líght, ís only a
condensed ând heightened form of reality. Vüith every
great legendary book, for instance ... the legend is not
a fanciful interpretation of human tife but really an
intensê illumination of that 1ife. Consider Joyce's
book as an illustration of this: In Ulysses one gets
constantly the sense of looking at a brick wall so
intensely that he looks +gaa ahr""th ai." wa -It is
the same with everything in the book: The whole work
attains a. fabulous and legendary qualíty from the very
intensity of its vision ... and in its essence is not
unlike the great legendary epic of the Greeks before
Troy and in the end it is apparent that the legend is
right. It Ís apparent that the legend. is true.

It is apparent that the legend attains a superior
reality through the clarity and íntensity of its vision.

The passage is too long to quote in its entirety, but Wolfe goes on to

describe the process of looking at a door "a thousand times" yet never

seeing it "as it wast':

And then one day, when I was far away, years after I¡d
passed. the door, I would suddenly remember ít.... And
finally I saw it, the essential door, the way it was 

i,,,.
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The final door, therefore, h¡as the legendary door, andr
yet it was at last the right one. It \¡/as, at 1ast,
reality.

Again, there is a story of the Chinese paínter who
painted horses. For twenty years he stayed in the
stables of the emperor and looked at horses and never
painted them. And then he went away and never looked
at horses any more, but painted them. And the horses
that he painted were legendary horses, unlike any single
horse that ever was but more like horses than any'single
horse could ever be.... Finally, there is Plato, with
his concept of the idea which is, it seems to me, just
another philosophic way of saying concept of the legend.
According to this concept the idea of a wheelbarrow is
closer to reality than the wheel-barrow itself, because
the idea of the wheel-barrow is the essence from which
all wheelbarrows past and present have been derived,
and which, therefore, unlike the wheelbarrow itself,
is of the essence of reality since it is everlasting
and indestructible.44

There is a veritable galaxy of related ideas here, all of which

provide valuable perspectives on Wolfe's method. of writing. First of all,

we note that V,Iolfe's idea of legend includes certain people (e.g. Abraham

Lincoln), books (Joycers Ulysses), mythic stories ("the Greeks before

Troy"), concréte objects (the doori the wheelbarrow), and animals (horses).

Vüe may al-so includ.e places in this list, as the unquoted beginning of the

passage will attest. It wi1l al-so be apparent that the l-ist naturally

divides itself into two categories: vi-.z., thê particular legend (such as

Abraham Lincoln), and the generic legend (the door). The former is a

particular personage, event, place, or thing, which becomes a legend, in

the traditional sense of the word, by filling a psychic need in a society

(or perhaps by beíng in its essence a projection of that psyche) in such

a way that its highly ind.ividualistic nature becomes celebrated. The

latter performs the same function, but its particularity is obfuscated,

and it becomes representative of a class of things, an unmistakable char-

acteristic of the "\nleather" of a peoplers life. These two processes are
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normally díssociated, and might be consídered to be quite different.

But lrlolfe exploits them both, in similar ways, in his fiction, recog-

nising that they spring from a colnmon source in the "logics" or inherent

structures of the human psyche. It is this conviction which prompted

the following not untypical comment in one of lfolfers letters: "Tonight

we are staying here in the Ïfartbttrg, a great legendary kind of hill from

which came the legend that inspired Richard. V'Iagner to write Tannhaü".r. "45

That is, the hill itself was possessed of a legendary quality, abstract

and. undefined. This same quality was responsible for the urge or impulse

which caused man to build up a legend around the hill: in other words,

to define or express, in a collection of symbols and allegories, that

quality which first gave the hill a mysterious universal appeal, which

seemed to vibrate sympathetically with some lost chord in the unfathomable

mind of man.

V'Iolfe's theory of legend. has even found. its way into the mouth of his

fictional protagonists. In You Can't Go Home Again, George Vüebber explains

to Randy Shepperton, "I'm looking for a \^ray.... I think it might be some-

thing like what people vaguely mean when they speak of fiction. A kind of

legend, perhaps. Something--a story--composed of al-I the living Irve seen.

Not the facts, yoü understand--not just the record of my life--but some-

thing truer than the facts--something distilled out of my experience and

transmitted. into a form of universal application. That's what the best

fiction is, isn't íE?"'46 The idea of the "legendary door"--this time a wa11--

appears a fe\^¡ pages later: "You see a wall, you look at it so much and so

hard that one day you see cLear through it. Then, of course, itts not

just one wa11 any longer. It's every wall that .,r"t tt=.'147
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Vlolfe himself points to the correspondence between his "concept

of the legend" and Platots "concept of the idea." In his book on Vfolfe,

Herbert Muller suggests that Plato's "philosophy is plainly a development

from myth": "His Ideas are not purely logical concepts but images, divine

symbols; he is personifyíng the world of reason as the early myths person-

ified the world of nature.t'48 l'lolfe may be said to be "personifying" the

worLd of his own country, through the various ways in which he uses the

device of legend: his portraying of distinctívely American things or

places (such as the wall, or the town square in Altamont) in such a vray

that they become Ideas, heightened forms of reality, distillations of fact;

his defining of the "categories" of the American mind, such as South and

North¡ his ritualistic commitment to abstractions like "the enchanted

cíty"; his creation of characters that suggest phases in the development

of America as a nation (Eugene Gant is the most important of these, but

UncLe Bascom is another example); his use of American heroes (of the type

of Abraham Lincoln), and also of more ordinary characters representative

of American types; his telling of stories that are succinct allegories of

the American experience (Gant's trip to California is an early example of

this). In all these \¡/ays, Wolfe may be seen to be in the direct line of

American ldealism and Transcendentalism, and of the tradition of slzmbolism

in American literature.

If Emerson is the literary exponent of Idealism in America, his counter-

part in the field of history, at least from a modern standpoint, is

Frederick Jackson Turner. A fine essay by Thomas Boyle, entitled "Frederick

Jackson Turner and Thomas üfol-fe: The Frontier as History and as Litera-
Lq

ture", '- explores the relationships between the mythic tendencies of these
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two men. To sunmarise briefly the "Frontier Thesis", ín Turnerts own

wordsr "American development has exhibited not merely advance along a

single line, but a return to primitive cond.itions on a continually. ad-

vancing frontier line, and a new development for that area. Amerícan

social d.evelopment has been continually beginning ôver again on the

frontier.".5o The long period of expansion required for the settlement of

America accounts for some of the most basic traits in the American char-

acter (and incidentally for the d.ifferences between Americans and. Euro-

peans), including many that Wolfe emphasized.: the belief in democracy,

the vice of waste, the restl-ess wand.ering, the materiali=*, u.rrd. "o orr.5t

As Boyle observesr. 'tritics of the Turner Thesis have rightly con-

tended that the [frontier] myth does not correspond to the historical,

empiricat facts, that the assumptions do not correspond to the actual

American experience. They have wrongly concl-uded, however, that the incon-

gruity invalídates the Thesis. Myth does not have any less importance

simply because it is d.iscovered not to be true." But Boyle qualifies his

statement somewhat: "The true meaning of the West resides not ín empirical

fact nor in myth, but in the conflict between the two, the Greek word for

which is "Ag'on", flom which is derived our !'rord "agtony". And, indeed, the

dramatization of the agonizing process by which assumption is undercut by

experience is the very stuff of literu.trrr"-"52 lronically", however, Boyle

is speaking more of historical than of literary truth. From an analysis

of a single passage in Wolf,e (Chapter 29 of You Can't Go Home Again), he

concludes that the novelist "rejected assumption in favor of experience"

(in contrast to Turner, who "retained his commitment to American id.ealism")

that although "the anticipation of lfolfe's protagonists embodies the myth

articulated by Turner", lVolfe himself "rejected the ideal world, the . -t;.:a

-::-_
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spiriÈual realiÈy which sterotyped. American myth objectifies."53

[Vhat Boyle fails to consider is that it is not WqIEe who rejects the

ideal; rather, the ideal is undercut by the very material with which the

novelist is forced to deal- in his role as American bard. The "agonizing"

conflict between ideal and real is certainly one of the main characteristics

of trr]olfets work; but Wolfe's own stance, in his letters and notebooks, and

in the passages of pure theory (in the author's voice) interspersed. through-

out his novels, is that of the idealist. The grasp of the would-be epic

writer is inevitabty tess than his idealistic reach. Legend, both as a

fictional technique and as a phenomenon of American culture, is an embodi-

ment of the ideal, and is thus a means of grasping conceptually that which

cannot realistically be reached. Furthermore, the ironic perspective

through which we see unfold the l-ives of Vlolfers youthful protagonists is

never displayed at the expense of true myth and legend. Even to the time

of the last piece of wrlting on which Wolfe was at work (The Hills Beyond),

he maintained, along with his protagonists, that "The Myth is true."54

Therefore, when Bolzle questions Wolfets uns\"rerving devotion to the

unimpeachable truth of myth and legend, he is inaccurate. He is right,

however, in sensing that the writer was not indiscriminate in his acceptance

of the ideal world. Before moving on to The _Hills Beyond, then (which is

the clearest embodiment of Vüolfers idea of legend), it witl be necessary

to examine just where he drew the line, in that airy realm of the ideal,

bet$reen the false and the true.
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that course for t\^renty years. So you see, when it comes to
speaking of philosophy, there ís one before you who is privileged
to speak." (Vüilliam Bras\^rell and Leslie'4. Field, edd., Thomas V'Iolfe's
Purdue Speech: "Writing and Living" (Purdue University Studies,
L964), pp. 32-33.)

i.e. from the European strain of transcendentalist thought, repre-
sented in Kant, Hegel, Carlyle, etc.
Charles Feidelson, Jr., S)¡mbolism and American Literature (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1953), pp. 104-105.
Feidelson's remarks should be ample forewarning to philosophers that
the terms "id.eal-ism" and "transcendentalism" have here a general
application much wider than their purely philosophical connotations
would permit. For it is ideatism in its pragimatic sense, and the
instinct of transcendentalism, which have been embraced by Wolfe, and
by the America.about which he wrote

Emerson, !{orks (Fireside ed.; Boston, 1909)r Ir pp. 32O-32L.

See, for example, V'I.P. Albrecht, "Tíme as Unity in Thomas Wolfe", in
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CHAPTER IT.

LOOK HOMEVìIARD, ANGEL: FROM FANTASY TO LEGEND

Leo Marx, in his book on the symbol of "the machine in the gardenfi

in American literature, distinguishes between "tr,r¡o kinds of pastoralism--

one that is popular and sentimental , the other imaginative and complex."l 
,,,;..,.,

The former is "merely another of our many vehicles of escape from real-

ity ... a diffuse nostalgia, and a naive, anarchic primitivism", while

the ratter is manifested in riterature, or "high" culture, being "invalu- : - .:..
::;: : :'' :.::.:,able for íts power to enrich and clarify our experience." Although the :i:,,',;,,;,j,'

"st,arting Point" in each case is the same, "the results could hardly be i.,',,i',,',:

2 
-; 

"::-':: "::
more different."- Furthermore, Marx maintains that "to appreciate the

significance and po\¡rer of our American fables it is necessary to under-
l

stand the interplay between the literary imagination and what happens

outsid.e literature,.in the general culture."3 l

lfhat Marx says about pastoralism, or the myth of the gard.en, may

apply equally well to any other fable or legend in what he calls the

"colLective imagination" of America--any, that is, which has managed to

finditswaya1sointo1iteràture(fortherearethose'asMarximp1ies

which remain in popular culture, and are little more than "infantile i,,..-.,..-,
¡,.r.,;.,,.-.:

wish-fulfillment dreams").4 Marxrs distinctions are germane to an under- ,,,,,,,,,,,,

standing of vrlol-fe's theory of legend.--of which American fables or '" ""'"'

fantasies are suitable for serious literary treatment, and which are not.

This, in fact, is a central theme of Look Homeward, Angel
t, . ,. .-,a.

An example of Marxts "pastoral design", and the invasion of the i.',,,,, ,',,

machiner frây be seen in Chapters 3O-3I of Look Homeward, Angel. The end

of Chapter 30 is a pastoral love scene, in which Eugene and Laura James

go for a walk in the hill-s around Altamont. ït is a bright, perfect day,

and the natural setting is described as "a vast green church", and a :..:,
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"paradise" where the two forget the "pain and conflict" of the town.S

This little springtime Eden, however, is not without its Fall-: there is,

quite literally, a snake in the grass, startling the l-overs \¡/ith "the

o1d snake-fear" (p. 376). Time is there, too, personified in a man "mowing

with a scythe, moving into the grass 1ike a god upon his enemies" (p. 377),

and then, litera11y again, in Laurats watch, binding her "lovely hand ...

with its silken watch-cord" (p. 378). But most importantly, at the very

crescendo of "the apple-tree, the singing, and the gold,,, a train intrudes:

f'Far outbeyond that timel-ess val-l€yr â train, on the rails for the East,

wailed back its ghostly cry: 1ife, like a fume of painted smoke, a bro-

ken wrack. of cloud., drifted aïray. Their world \Àras a singing voice again:

they were young and they could never d.ie. This woutd. end.ure" (p. 3gO).

But the chapter end.s with a rhapsodic chant on the theme of "o Lost!"

tolling its bell .over the mortality of life and evanescence of event that

is attend.ant upon the fall from grace.

There seem to be two voices here: one which naively affirms the

permanence and reality of this "parad.ise", and another, more mature,

questioning, skepticali one which ignores the intrusion of the traín

whistre (in the same \^ray that it "scarcely heard" Laurats announcement

of the time tp. 3781), and another which not only hears the train but

pauses over its significance. This dual perspective continues in Chapter

31, where the very train that is a-bout to take Eugene's love away forever

from him is d.escribed in terms that evoke both the pastoralism ("he sat

beside her in the cl-ose green heat of the pulJ-man" [p. 381] ) .r and the

exuberance of the previous chapter ("Even the gray weather of their lives

could not deaden the excitement of that hot chariot to the East" [p. 382]),

Clearly, these two conflicting attitud.es indicate that V'Iolfe is passing

i-:::
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artistic judgirnent upon the emotional flights of his youthful protagonist.

This is in accord.ance with Marx's conclusion that a l-iterary version of

the pastoral myth "brings irony to bear against the illusion of peace and

harmony in a green pasture."6 Throughout lfolfe's work, whenever his

protagonist is fitled with hope and excitement by the spectacle of the

train, Vr7olfe as artist sound.s the ironic note that the train carries a

false promise of glory. It will be recalled that a similarly ironic per-

spective is provid.ed by Thoreau in his passage on the train, and by Haw-

thorne in "The Celestial- Railroad".

The whole episode of Eugene and Laura James is full of this ironic

contrast between Eugenets fantasy and the authorts more mature a\À/areness

of reality. Although r,rle are not told directly that Eugene is merely in

love with 1ove, Vüol-fe as narrator makes this point a-lcundantly clear. I^ïe

are told., for example, that Eugenets passion "was governed by a religious

ecstasy", such that he "wanted to hold her, and. go a\^iay by himself to

think about her" (p. 369). The mundaneness of the girl's character, as

revealed in such comments as "I spend all my money on clothes" (p. 37O),

seems to sail right over Eugene's head.. His.rhapsodic d.el-usion is so

great that he asks Laura "to wait for me and to love me forever", while he

goes "a11 over the world" (p. 363).

This fantasy, in itsel-f, is not so ludicrous as it may first appear,

for when Eugene asks Laura to "Live in a house away in the mountains" and

to "wait for me, and keep yourself for me", he is asking her to become no

Iess than his home, his earth, his America. It is a noble enough vision,

and the theme of the vroman as a symbol of the enduring American earth

is one that recurs throughout Vüolfe's novels. The ludicrous thing is

that Laura James is hardly a fit object for Eugene's gropings toward
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'nobility. At this point, his fantasy has no basis whatsoever in fact.

His attraction to Mrs. Selbourne is equally naive. To Eugene, she

is "the living symbol of his desire--the dim vast figure of love and

maternity, ageless and autumnal... Demeter, Helen, the ripe exhaustless

and renewing energy" (p. 121)--and yet she is a false goddess, for she

herself falls for Steve, who ís described as a "romantíc criminal."

Look Homewardr, Angel, in tracing the early stages in Èhe development

of an artistic temperament, shows Eugene maturing from an indulgence in

what Marx calls "vehicles of escape from rea1ity", to an understanding of

how good fiction--a form of fantasy which, far from being an escape, is a

heightened form of real-ity--can have the "po!'rer to enrich and clarify our

experience." It is an understanding which Wolfe as narrator has from the

start.

Perhaps the most astute comment on Eugeners first love affair comes,

unwittingly, from Laura James herself, when she says of his remarkabl-e

fantasy that "people don't live like that. It's like a story" (p. 379).

Indeed, it is very like many of the stories in which Eugene has been im-

mersed in the course of his childhood and adolescence. We are given quite

a detailed account of the boy's early reading, which includes "translations

of the Iliad and the Odyssey at the same time as Diamond Dick, Buffalo Bill-

and the Alqers, for the same reason" (p. 85). The'"reason", at this point,

is escape from reality, whether it be through "romantic legendry" (p. 85),

"fantasy" (p. 89), or "ancient myths, where the will and the deed were not

thought darkly on" (p. 90). Eugene participates in these fictions, even

to the point of beçoming "Bruce-Eugiene", the self-sacrificing hero beloved

of a beautiful and. vilîtuous r¡roman.

As ridiculous as tfr""" story-fantasies are, they do express a part

of the "buried 1ife" by sholring how fiction, even in the cheap form of
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romantid fantasy, futfills some of man's deepest needs and. wants (e.g.

"to be loved", and "to be famous", which, according to Wolfe as well as

Eugene, are "the two things all men r/ant" Ip. 89]). Many of these inagi-

nings deal with ta-boos, such as marryíng out of one's class (pp. g7-99),

or having an affair with one's teacher (pp. 90-91), thus providing a

necessary outlet or safety-valve for repressed desires. They stíI1 exist,

however, in the realm of the popular and sentímental, enabling Eugene

briefly to ignore "a11 the grimy smudges of life: he existed nobly in

a heroic world. with lovely and virtuous creatures" (p. 89). The very next

chapter, in fact, begins with a rud.e awakening into reality as Eugene is

forced to get his first job: "This dreaming and unlimited time of fantasy

was not to last unbroken. Both Gant and Eliza were fl-uent apologists

for economical- independ.ence: all the boys had been sent out to earn money

at a very early a9e" , (p. 92\ .

Concerning these "Bruce-Eugene" fantasies, one conmentatoi has ob-

servedr"It is not lEugene's] mind. hre are beholding mirrored ín the stream

of this sweet, sJ-oshy fiction, but rather his judgment upon the reading

and thinking of his overbearing contemporaries."T This is typical of the

confusion that has arisen among !ùoLfe's critics in neglecting to make any

distinction between lrlolfe and his protagonist. In this case, it is im-

portant to realize that this is the mind of the ad.olescent Eugene \^re are

beholding, and itis, furthermore, the adolescent mind of America--a part of

America that has never grown up, and has never learned the difference

between fictional fantasy and líterature, nor that the relationship between

fact and fiction is a complex matter.

Marx, still speaking particularly of the pastoral myth, says that the
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crux of the matter is "in crossing the bord.erland between life and

literature": "Most literary works called pastorals . . . do not finally

permit us to come av/ay with anythíng like the simple, affirmative atti-

tude we adopt toward pleasíng rural scenery. In one way or another ...

these works manage to qualifyt or call into question, or bring irony to

bear against the illusion of peace and harmony in a green pasture. And

it is this fact whích will enable us, finally. to get at the difference

between the complex and sentimental kinds of pastoralism."S In general,

then, artists provide a.dimension of reality or truth, although still

working within a mythical or fantastical construct. Thus, the point at

which Eugene realizes the difference between sentimental "romantic leg-

endry" and artistic legendry--between the Algers and the Homers--is an

important one, for it marks his awakening as an artist.

Fittingly, this point comes late in the book, adding to the cfimactic

structure which too many critics have failed to appreciate. It comes soon

after the appearance of "a small tetter of itch" on Eugene's neck--"a sign

of his kinship with the Pentlands" (p. 488). vÍith this blemish, our hero

"shrank back at the memory of his lost heroic fantasies". He "escaped

forever from the good and the pretty", and gave up "the creatures of

romantic fiction" in favour of a more realistic acceptance of blemish and

imperfection: "It was not his quality as a romantic to escape out of

life, but into it. He wanted no land of Make-believe: his fantasies

found extension in reality" (p. 49I).

He will no longer love a simple-minded girl like Laura James: the ob-

ject of his fantasies now is "subtle, and a little \4¡eary: a child and a

ci
mother, as old and as d.eep as Asia, and as young as germinal April"- (p. 49O)
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His fantasies now tend toward. the truly mythic or legendary: "He saw

no reason to doubt that there really were 1,200 god.s in Egypt, and

that the centaur, the hippogriff, and the winged bull- might all- be found

in their proper places. He believed that there was magic in Byzantium,

and genj-i stoppered up in wizards' bottles"(p. 49I).

In short, Eugene has come to see what his creator has maintained

all along: that legends such as the centaur and the winged bu1l, unlike

the cinematic and dime-novelish Bruce-Eugene fantasies, are not airy

escapes from reality, but forms of heightened reality, tímeless symbols

and repositories of the most important human concerns. It is for this

reason that, as we are told. on the first pa9e, "you shal1 see begin in

Crete four thousand years ago the love that ended yesterday in Texas."

It is for this reason, too, that the romantic idyl1 with Laura

James takes place, supposedly, in "a place where no time was" (p. 378).

As v¡e have seen, time certainly was there; but if the experience had. been

more genuine, and less a product of Eugenets romantic fantasy, it rnight

indeed have conquered time. "A place where no time was" is a place that

can be reached. only through legend, and Vfolfe's concept of legend includ.es

not only centaurs and winged bulls, but a1l things that have "existed ...

anciently and. forever" (p. 134).

The power of traditional legendry to transcend time and circumstance

can be seen in the fotlowing passage, which occurs immediately after

Eugene has received his letter of rejection from Laura James: "One lstar]

had flashed out the light that winked on him the night that Ruth lay at

the feet of Boazi and one on Queen Isolt; and one on Corinth and on Troy.

It \¡ras night, vast brooding night, the mother of loneliness, that washes

our stains away. ... His bitter wound was for the moment healed in him"

(pp. .383-384) .
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Here. he is momentarily beyond time, united with all of history and all

of legend.ry. Indeed, history and legend seem to fuse, making (at the

risk of echoingi Polonius) history legendary and legend. historical. His-

tory is sprung out of its Linear confines into a cyclical world of re-

currence where huge blocks of time are but moments, and "each moment is

the fruit of forty thousand years." One of Eugene's earliest instincts

is to scoff at the dictum, "Nature never repeats herself" (p. 77) z the

f.act that there will a1ways be snow índicates that Nature most certainly

does repeat herself; but that every flake is different suggests that she

may do so within slightly different patterns. And so with history, and

with art.

This historico-legendary effect is even more pronounced in a great

list that occurs near the end of the book, including. everything from rrJesus-

of-Nazareth Gant" to Gant "the slain God. of Harvest" to "Vercingetorix

Gant" and Gant "the Olympian 8u11" (pp. 493-494). The list not only brings

together figures from both legend and history, but also demonstrates that

the self (in the person of Eugene) contains everything and everyone, all

history and al-l mythol-ogy--a view which recapitulates the themes set out

in the novel's opening paragraphs, and. which is echoed by the oracular Ben

at the end, when he answers Eugene's question, "Vlhere is the World?" \nrith,

"You are your worId" (p. 520). This is not to say that the individual is

possessed, romantically, of a Byronic and indomitable eqo and will, but

that he is the "apexical summation, from the billion depths of possibility,

of things done" (p. 52O).

So it is that the great list referred. to above ends with "Mumbo-

Jumbo Gant"--and this is as far back as one can go into the murk of human

history. "Mumbo-Jumbo", in fact, comes close to embodyíng the "lost world"
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of pre-existence: like Eugenets first word, "Moo", it expresses the

"Lost \n/ord", the "great forgotten language" that we are all "trying to

recall" (p. 465).10 Richard Kennedy, remarking that Vüo1fe became inter-

ested in Jung and psychoanalysis through Aline Bernstein, notes, "As Mrs.

Bernstein put it, "Tom believed. that people knew more than they knew--

that is, what their ancestors had known." Some passages in the later

!{ol-fe novels reflect this notion of the racial memory traces in the un-
11

conscious""-- As we have seen, ít is not necessary to go to the later

novels for this theme. In Look Homeward, Angel iL is manífested in the

the protagonist's inherent s)rmpathy with the myths and legends of othet

and ancient cultures, and in his integral involvement with the whole of

history. Eugene's birth in 1900 is set against all of ancient, modern,

and contemporary history (pp. 2g-3O). This list, like its more myth-

oriented counterpart (pp. 493-494) has no apparent ord.er--chronological

or otherwise--and. this emphasises the unity, the simultaneity, of all time.

But both catalogues have a common ending, or origín: the later one ends

with "Mumbo-Jumbo", and the earlier goes back to when "our earliest an-

cestors had crawled out of the primeval slime."

One passage in the book has Eugene actually making a kind of symbolic,

but nonetheless real, voyage back to his primitive origins. Ci:rapiuer 22

describes his experiences with the Niggerto\,\¡n paper route. Eugene \4ras

fascinated with Niggertown, to'the point where "his need for the negroes

had become acute": "ïn this old witch-magic of the dark, he began to know

the awful- innocence of evil, the terrible youth of an ancient race; his

lips slid back across his teeth, he prowled in darkness with loose swinging

arms, and his eyes shone" (p. 257). It was among the pariahs of Niggertown,

with their primitive amorality, that he felt "his d.esire and vronder Írêtrtr
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and the chapter climaxes in his confrontation with Ella corpening, the

negro whore who introduces him to the ritual mystery of nakedness and

sexuality in all its raw poI¡/er. As Eugene fl-ees Niggertown on this occa-

sion, he hears "lost twangling notes", reminiscent of the underwater bell

and the "far-forested horn-note" which, throughout the book, represent the

vestiges of man's deepest, farthest origins.

Chapter 22 complements this with a literary exploration of some of

the same themes. Again we learn about Eugene's d.evelopment through his

reading and he in turn finds confirmed in great literature what he learns

by experience. The climate of Niggertown is reflected in Eugeners admíra-

tion for Edmund in King Lear--whose famous soliloquy is "as evil as Nigger-

town", expressing "the evil of earth, of ilticit nature,' (p. 257)--and

even for Falstaff, whom Eugene sees as an example of Shakespearets making

"vice attractive" (p. 25g). Eugene scoffs at Margaret Leonard,s pronounce-

ment that none of Shakespearets characters "is the same at the end as he

was in the beginning:", that "you can see them gro\4r. " Eug'ene realizes that

this is not growth but, in the great plays, decay into d.eath and. madness:

"In the beginning was the word. I am Alpha and Omega. The growth of Lear.

He grew old and mad. Therers growth for you" (p. 259). For Wolfe--and

increasingly for Eugene--the answer lies in the beginning of things, in

the "lost lane-end into heaven", in the logos: "Where,darkness, son, is

light. Try, boy, the word you know remember. In the beginning was the

Iogos" (p. 245).

Vüe are told that Margaret Leonard had "wisdom" but not "knowledgte",

for she would have been "stricken.with horror" by the adolescent boyrs

quite natural brooding over sex (p. 254). Eugene learns in this chapter

that you cantt have "Parnassus As Seen From Mount Sinai"--that you have

i:
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to get back to the original Parnassus, to the beginning, clearing away the

clouds of civilization and morality along with those of l-iterary prejudice.

we must learn to listen to the messages from our lost past, represented in

the horn-note or bell: "The wood.pecker pecked at the schoolhouse ð,oor, /

He pecked and he pecked till his pecker got sore. / Trre woodpecker pecked at

the school-house beLl-, ,/ He pecked and he pecked. till his pecker got well"

(p. 77). In this not-so-silly rhyme, sung to the young Eugene by Ben "in

his thin humming ghost's voice", an unusually cryptic V'Iolfe provides a clue

to his own symbols of the door and the belt. The door is the passage\¡ray to

all the past that has escaped. forever, and the seeker who would d.iscover the

door and find his way back into this lost world witl find only exasperation,

for there is "no door". What one can d.o, however, is listen to the belt--

the instinctual-, psychic, and racial communications from the past. Many of

these are discovera-ble, and they have a healing quality.

The value of legend or myth Lies in its power to preserve the most

primitive instincts of the human race, to enshrine the horn-notes, to record

pre-history and many of the essential things which history, in its lust for

fact, does not record. In !Íolfe's view, 'tThe most important part of history

is the unrecorded par¿."12 lvolfe's primarily legendary view of history,

and of fiction, and Eugene's gradual education in this view, frãy again be

seen in Eugene's early readíng. Even before he could read, his favourite

book was Ridpath's History of the V'Iorld, illustrated. and in three huge

volumes. These books seem to contain as.much legendry as history, and ít

is largely the former which fascinates Eugene: "The past unrolled to hin in

separate and enormous visionsi he built unending legends upon the pictures

of kings of Egypt, charioted swiftly by soaring horses, and something

infinitely old and recollective seemed to awaken in him as he looked on

fabulous monsters, the twined beards and beast-bodies of Assyrian kings,
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the walls of Babylon" (p. 50). The volumes themselves, as physical objects,

almost come alive as Eugene exults "in the musty odor.of leavesf and in

the pungent smelf of their hot hides."

Later, when Eugene is in school, the first book Margaret Leonard gives

him is Reade's The Cloister and the Hearth' and again it is the book's

legendary aspect which impresses him: "He was drowned deep at midnight

in the destiny of the man who kílled the bear, the burner of windmills

and the scourge of banditry" (p. L79). When the class comes to read

Schiller's Wilhelm TeIl-, the boys are impressed by the scenes wíth a leg-

endary quality, which'demonstrate the fight for liberty--"the apple-shooting

scene, and the,escape by boat"--but arê bored by the windy speeches which

exhort it (p. 264) .

The literary influence of Gant is also evident. He was fond of reading

Shakespeare to Eugene, especially parts of Hamlet, Julius Caesar, Macbeth'

and Othel1o: all plays which are based on a combination of history and

Iegend. Again, Gant would recite poetry, among his favourites being, "t!'üe

are lost,t the captaín shouted, As he staggered down the stairsi" "Ninety

and nine with their captain, Rode on the enemyts track"i "Half a leaguet

half a league, half a league onward" (p. 5t): poems that give legendary

renditions of historical 
"rr"rrt=.13

What is more, Gant had no need to resort to a text for his legendary

materiaL: he was quite capable of acting the bard himself. The Dixieland

boarders would listen enraptured to Gant, as "lung'ing back and forth in the

big rocker, before the blazing parlor fire, he told and retold the legends

of his experience, taking, before their charmed eyes, an incident that

had touched him romantically, and embellishing, weaving and building it

up. A whole mythology gre\¡l up as, goggle-eyed, they listened" (p. 224).
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There follow examples, condensed, of Gantrs legendizing, one of which

is this: "General Fitzhugh Lee, who had reined up before the farmer boy

and asked for a drink of water, no\¡/ tossed off an oaken bucketful, questioned

him elosely concerning the best roads into Gettysburg, asked if he had seen

detachments of the enemy, wrote his name down in a smal1 book and went off

saying to his staff: "Thatboy will make his mark. It is impossíble to

defeat an enemy which breeds boys like that." The elements of real legend

are here: a famous personage, hyperbole ("tossed off an oaken bucketful"),

the glorification of the common man, a colourful historical event (the Civil

!üar) as background.

On another occasion, Gant performs similarly in telling the story of

how "Tedd.y and his Rough Rid.ers took the hí1l at Santiagoll (p. lfl). He

makes this the central event of the war, mythologizing the role of America--

"the greatest people of the face of the earth"--and of Roosevelt, calling

him "the Faultless descendant of Julius Caesar, Napoleon Bonaparte, and.

Abraham Lincoln." The boarders didn't always agree hrith Gant, but they

did agree that "he had a fine head and ... should have been a lawyer."

The part of the lawyer/politician in American legend will be discussed

later, but:the important thing here is that a lawyer should have the spell-

binding pohier of rhetoric, and. thus acts as a kind of bard. Richard Kennedy

maintains that lfol-fe's "approach to his work was oral and not literary.

He vlas a story-teller, like the scop or the minstrel, except that he sang

not of trad.itional heroes but of his own life."l4 But v,Iolfe sang of

traditional heroes, too, at first through figures like Gant, and later more

directly, as \^re shall see, in The Hills Beyond. Kennedy calls lrlolfe a

"baïd", and with the bard the main concern is not only the story (al-though

that is foremost), but the manner of telling it. Both Gant and. Vlolfe make
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similar use of rhetoric and declamation in telling their stories. In

doing this, they may often be accused of lying--yet the impulse. behind

their words remains true. Gant, in contrast to E1-iza with her "primitive

and focal reasoning", has a "customary indifference to reasoned. d.ebate",

but his exclamations make up with violence and passion what they lack in

logicality. One senses the right tone, cadence, and emotion behind Gant's

rhetorical flourishes, however untrue be their content, and even their

form--and this is equally true of üfol-fe's fiction.

Gantts lies need not be dwelt upon: "'lYour miserable old father, t"

howled Gant, ''ivas horsewhipped on the public square for not paying his

debts.l' This was a purely imaginative insult, which had secured itself

as truth, however, in Gantts mind, as had so many other stock epithets,

because it gave him heart-cockle satisfaction"(p. 25). Here, then, is

reason behind the líeì o:rrt as Byron put it, a lie is "but the truth in
]E

masquerade."'- It ís largely from Gant that Eugene gains an instinctual

grasp of the difference between a cheap or dirty lie, and one that has a

nobility or truth to it. Early in the book, for example, one of Eugeners

friends insults another boy by saying, "His mother takes in washin' from

an o1e niggerr" upon which Eugene"turned away indefinitely, craned his

neck convulsively, lifted one foot sharply from the ground. tshe don't!'

he screamed sudd.enly into their astounded faces. 'She don't!"'(p. 8I).

The boyrs insul-ting 1ie has none of the magnificence of Gantrs rhetoric,

and right after this Harry Tarkinton, another of Eugene's boyhood. friends,

described as a.breaker of visions", "smashed forever, as they lay there

talking, the enchantment of Christmas." An earlier scene had shown how

Gant instilled "the fantasy of Christmas" in his son:

Gant was his unwearied comrade; night after night in

ii

I
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the late autumn and early winter, he would scrawl
petitions to Santa Claus, listing interminably the
gifts he wanted most, and transmitting each, with
perfect trust, to the roaring chimney. As the
flame took the paper from his hand and blew its
charred ghost away wíth a how1, Gant wou1d rush
with him to the window, point to the stormy
northern sky, and. say: "There it goes! Do you
see it?"

He saw it. He savr his prayer, winged with
the stanch convoying winds,, borne northward to
the rimed quaint gables of Toy1and., into f.rozen
merry El-fland: heard the tiny silver anvil-
tones, the deep-lunged laughter of the little
men, the stabled cries of aerial reindeer. Gant
saw and heard them, too (p. 73).

No mere fantasy, this, for Wolfe makes the reader hear and see! these

things, too. At this point, however, Eugene's participation in the ritual

is indeed fantasy, and so it is easily "smashed" later on. Gant has

doubtless gone through this stage of disillusionment a1so, but he has

come through it and retained his reverence for the mystery, the true 1eg-

end, of Christmas.

:

l,

Thus it is that Gant brings with him "the great gusto of living, of

ritual" (p. 5I). It ís significant that "livingi" and "ritual" are prac-

tically equated here. Gant's "pious regard for ritual", his formalized

rhetoric and punctuaL tirades, his great fires--these are all woven from

the same cloth as his preposterous l-ies and epithets, his story-telling,

and his ability to participate, boyishly, in the elfin legend.ry of

Christmas. Ritual- and. belief in legend are inextricably enmeshed, and

together they provide life with a genuineness and a gusto that are in-

accessible to Eliza, "the practical, the daily person" (p. 40).

The man who would re-create legend must be something of a legend

himsel-f, and Gant is referred to var,iously as "Thor", as "a fal-l-en Titan",

and as having a "Parnassian" contempt for reason. As he storms through

l.: - ::

1'..:-

i,':-
L-.:1,
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loud good hearth of America, which is really a sickness, because no man

will admit his sores" (p. 489).

Gantrs use of sentimental fantasy or "ruder' legend may be paralle1led.

to that of the more minor character Vergil V,Ield.on. Eugene recognizes in

his professor "the last of the heroes, the last of those giants to whorn

we give the faith of our youth" (p. 5o2). But at one point he is subtly

criticized for his condescension to the task of teaching: "'On one síd.e

of the tab]e stood. the combined powers of Europer on the other stood

Martin Luther, the son of a blacksmith.' The voice of husky passion, soul-

shaken. This they can remember, and put down" (p. 496). Of course the

cl-ass wil-l- remember this, for it is a legendary construct: the legend

of the underdog, or the individual pitted against a massed. power, that is

so prevalent in d.emocratic societies. But the reason We]don is rid.iculed

in this instance (especially on p. 497) is that he exploíts the Luther

legend for its sheer melod.rama, the impact it will have as a teaching

device: he himself regurgitates without filtering, evokes an archetype

without stamping his own distinctive character upon it. Eugene feels that

teaching is beneath !üeldon, and that he might have aspired to greater

things: "What were al-l the old philosophies that you borrowed and pranked

up to your fancy, to you, who \i/ere greater than all?" (p. 503)

This is not to say that "rude" legend, or what we are here calling

"fantasy", is always an undesirable or laughable thing: quite to the

contrary, it is a perfectly normal and. often healthy aspect of all- human

thinking. The point is, however, that fantasy is not suitable material

for serious art, whose job, to recapitulate Marxts view, is to "enrich and

clarify our experiencet', not to muffle experience beneath velvet cloaks

of sentiment.
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lrthat Gant and Vergil $feldon both tack is the artistic ability to

select and shape. From the Jungian point of view, archetypal motifs are

the result of "certain necessary psychic processes", which in turn arise

from "the structural nature of the psyche": "These are generic to the

nature of the human being as such, and therefore, they are expressed. in

the individual in dream and fantasy, just as they are expressed in the

group via myth."17 In Look Homeward., Angel !ùolfe tries, over the course

of the book, grad.ually to convert the personal dreams and fantasies of his

protagonist into an artistic expression of myth--that is, into a form in

which they will be deeply striking and relevant to a mass aud.ience. At

the same time as V'IoIfe achieves this, from the beginning of the novel ,

through a figure such as Gant (yho, although he is not ar'¡ artist himself,

is capable of being lifted by an artist into a mythic voice for male Amer-

ica), he is showing us how Eugene, as a maturing artist, comes to under-

stand this process. Learning the difference bet\^reen fantasy and. myth, and.

then between myth and art, is a necessary part of becoming an artist. If.

Gant is "a fallen Titan", then Eugene may be seen as a representative of

the new race of Otympians: "And suddenly, he knew how completely he was

his father's son--how completely, and with what added power and exquisite

refinement of sensation, r^¡as he Gantian" (p.  ll).

By the beginning of Part Three, lfolfe tel1s us that Eugene "belonged

with the Mythmakers"--"an öIder and simpler race of ment': "For him, the

sun was a lordly tamp to light. him on his grand. adventuring. He believed.

in brave heroic lives ..." (p. 325). At this point, however, Eugene is

not a full-fledged "Mythmaker", much as he may "belong" in that august

company,for he is sti1l a "fantasist of the Ïdeal." He is yet too young

to realize that Myth does not necessarily embody "the Ïdeal"--at least the
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sort of ideal he believes in here: "beauty", "ord.er" , ttlovett, ttgood-

harsh rasp of thenessrr, "glorytt, ttvaliancett, and so on. As yet, ttthe

world had worn no grooving in the secret life", and

melted. at the glow of his imagination." Even though

"his hard wisdom

"four years later,

when he was graduated, ... he was stilt a child.," Part Three of Look

Homeward, Angel- shows the beginning of his graduation from childhood

fantasist to Mythmaker.

So far, no clear distinction has been made in this study between the

terms "myth" and "Iegend". This is largely because lVolfe, no lover of

definitions or restri-cted meanings for words, made no absol-utely clear

distinctions himself. Certain trends of thought, however, are discernible.

First of all, it has been shown in the previous chapter that, in passages

in the 
.Pþbooþ 

as well as the novels, Vlolfe developed quite fully his

concept of "legend", giving the term more careful and idiosyncratic con-

sideration than he appears to have given to "myth". But apart from this,

in Look Homeward, Angel (representative of the l-ater novels in this re-

spect) , the term "legend" is more prevalent than "myth", and the latter

is more often used loosely. For example, there are references to the

Gants' "insensate mythology of hoarding" (p. LL2), to the thought of

Catullus' Lesbia being a married \^roman as "a wild and possibly danger-

ous myth" (p. I82), and to students making up "myths" of one of their

professors as "a passionate and. sophisticated lover" (p. 334). Moreover,

"myth" is sometimes associated with Eugenets immature visions. Quite early

he realizes that "mythology", practically speaking, is untrue, but that

"creative men" must live "for falsehood." Ho\¡tever, he senses this only

"brokenly, obscurely", and connects mythology \^/ith "the tinsel and the

gold" (p. 186)--that is, with mere fantasy. And as late as Chapter 33,

r ::1..i
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"the age of myth" still represents not only a l_ie but a fantasy--this

time in the form of the "lyrical music" of war (pp. 424-425) with, among

other glories, its "romantic charm of mutilation" @. aA5).

But most important in consid.ering Wotfe's distinction between myth : : ::
_:::.:::: _::

and legend is the fact that he often connects "myth" with foreign and

ancient culture, whereas "legend" is more exc1usivel1z, reserved for mate-

rial that is somehow peculiarly American. rt is as if America is too 
:;,i,,::,,,,,,.

young a country to have Myths, as such, of its own. Wolfe seemed to feel ,'; ,'"',:

that Greece had myths, but America has legends, the tatter being no less ,',','.:,¡,

l. .,':,,,'

respectable, and ind.eed, more meaningful and exciting to the native art-

ist, if only on account of their being closer to home. As Eugene r,rras to

realize in Of Time and the River, "Instead of whining that we have no

traditions, or that we must learn by keeping constantly in touch with

European models, or by keeping away from them, we should get busy telling ,'
I

some of the stories about America that have never been told."18 i

Thus, in describing the Square in Exeter, Eugene remarks: "Hov/ real

it is.... It is líke something we have always known about and do not need.

to.see. The town would. not have seemed strange to Thomas Aquinas, but he

to the town" (p. 4l3): The lack of antiquity to Americats legends does

not matter, for America has both absorbed its European roots, and gone

beyond. them. Thomas Aquinas would have cause to venerate Americats legen-

dary institutions, but America need not be ashamed of finding Thomas
.j..,.. -.

Aquinas merely quaínt or antiquated. t-,".-.

It is true enough that American tegend has its roots in Europe: the

curious affinity that Eugene and George V'febber have with Germany stems

from this. Although the German theme does not appear to any great extent

:.: r.i l:.'l
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in l,ook Homeward, Angel-, the book is not lacking in ind.ications of

Americals European ties. For instance, Schiller in V,tilhelm Tell is com-

pared to the American patriots Patrick Henry, George Washington, and Paul

Revere, as being "religiously impressed.... with the beauties of Liberty."

When John Dorsey Leonard observes that mountains--characteristic of both

Switzerland and Altamont--"have been the traditional seat of Liberty",

the author tells us that he has been "touched, in a frappy moment, by the

genius of the place" (p. 264). There is an irony, but also a curious right-

ness, in Eliza's biLling of Altamont as "America's Switzerland" (p. f31).

But however much American legendry may be spawned. from European

folklore and ancient myth, the vital legends of a young and energetic

country look forward and not back. This is the reason for Eugene's "fear

of the legend" of the South, a legend inculcated in him through "the

romantic halo that his school history cast over the section'l, "through the

whole fantastic distortion of that period where people were said to live

in 'mansions', and slavery \^ras a benevolent institution, conducted to a

constant banjo-strumming, the strewn largesses of the colonel and the shuffle-

dance of his happy dependents, where al-l woman were pure, gentle, and beau-

tiful, all men chivalrous and brave, and the Rebel horde a company of

shiagger, death-mocking cavaliers'; (p. L27) . There is something distaste-

fully European, undemocratic, un-American, about the Southts "cheap my-

thology, their legend. of the charm of their manner, the aristocratic cul-

ture of their lives."19 Their legendry is cheap and. false--and thus more

akin to fantasy--because it is not forward-looking; it is characterized by

a "hostile and murderous intrenchment against all new life." There are

dead legends as well as living ones.
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lrlhen Eugene visits Charleston, representative of the South, we learn

that "theyrve let the place run down.... ftrs no bigger now that it was

before the Civil- War." The signs of intrenchment and stagnation, of a false

and sentimental legend.ry, are ever)¡h/here: The city is described as a

"ruined. Camelot"; Eugene looks "reverently" at the "old Southern mansions"--

"good houses in their day"--as at the husk of a dead religion; there is "a

green stench of warm standing water" in the bay (p. 302). The sight of an

"ante-beIlum d.arkey" moves Eugene to romantlcize '/onthe beautiful ínstitu-

tion of human slavery, which his slaveless maternal ancestry had fought

so valiantly to preserve. Bress de Lawd, Marse! Ole Mose doanr wan' to

be free niggah. How he g,oan' lib widout marse? He doan' wan' stahve wid.

free niggahs. Har, har, har! Philanthropy. Pure philanthropy. He

brushed a tear from his een" (p. 303).

These l-ast few words demonstrate that, in VrIoIfe, fantasy is always

betrayed through díction or style. The antiquated word "een", the out-

worn purple prosiness of "brushed a tear", the sentimental nobility of "VrIe

were defeated.... not beaten" (p. 303) , all complement the effect of hoL-

low staleness and falsity that Vfolfe is striving for. Examples from other

passages that ridicule fantasy are not scarce: "the fixed vision of the

great hands clasped across the sea, the flowering of green fields," etc.,

from the section on the Leonard.sr l-ove for "Albion's IsIe" (pp. 289-29I) ¡

"Two smoking globes of brine welled. from the pellucid depths of her pure

eyes and fell- with a hot splash on his bronzed hand" (p. 226), from one of

Eugene's movie fantasiesi "She leaned toward him, her lips half-parted and

tremulous, her breathing short and uncertain, and as his bare arms circled.

her fiercely ..." (p. 88), from one of the "Bruce-Eugene" idyIls. And on

and on. It is obvious that Wolfe is mocking not just sentimental fantasy,
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but the use of such material and language in non-satiric literature.

[4uch of the purple,. prose that Wotfe himse]-f has been criticized for using

is in fact intended as satiricat comment on his protagonist's foolish

adolescence. When the material has a truly legendary impact and serious-

ness, the diction is often of a cfearness and purity that Wolfe has not

been noted for. Consider the effortless beauty of "411 of the gods have

lost the way" (p. 78), or the simplicity of "Every man a Sleeping Beauty"

(p. 228). Even the be-comma'd baroqueness

grieved, ghost, come'back again!" does not

unpretentious grandeur.

of "O lost, and by the wind

mar, but rather enhances its

trfolfe's attempts to come to grips \,úith Southern legendry are part of

his epic impulse--his desire to get to the very heart of a whole region

and people, and finally of a nation. Several times in Look Homeward, Angel

lfolfe attempts to create a sweeping but intense bird's-eye vision of the

town of Altamont, sometimes as a typical Southern town, and sometimes as

a typical American town. There is Gant's "Gulliverian" view upon his

return from Cal-ifornia; there is Eugene's tramp through the to\^In with

Guy Doak in Chapter 24¡ and Chapter 14, as Edward Aswell noted, is l¡üolfe's

attempt ".to portray a whole Southern town, with all its interwoven com-

plexities of character and motive."20 For !ûolfe, it was possible for

the artist to attempt composition on such a large scale, for ',Iny conviction

is that a native has the whol-e consciousness of his people and nation

in him; that he knows everything about it, every sight sound and memory

of the people."Zl v,rolfe also seemed to feel that the sheer immensity of

America has imparted to its artists, and indeed to all Americans, a par-

ticularly grand or epic scale of thinking, markedly different from the

narrowness of the European countries. Of the French he says, "They are
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completely contaíned wíthin themselves--this certitude comes from the

rigid and narrow l-imit of their life", in contrast to the Americans,

"even the dullest" of whom "has the sea in his mind, and the immensity of

his own country."22 England receives similar treatment .in You Can't Go

Home Again, to great comic effect, "Once out of London, both of these

Americans, in their unconscious minds, were as little impressed by the

dimensions of England as they would have been by a hal-f-acre l-ot.. Vlhen

McHarg said he'd like the sea, George thought to himself: "Very well.

We'll just drive over to the other side of the island and take a look at

it."23 Thís same id.ea occurs, in a more serious tone, in Look Homeward

Angel: "Our senses have been fed by our terrific land; our blood has learned

to run to the imperial pulse of America.... I¡te walked along a road in Cum-

berland, and stooped, because the sky hungi down so low; and when we ran

away from London, h7e \^rent by little rivers in a land just big enough. And

nowhere that we went was far: the earth and sky were close and near"
?¿-(p. 352) .- -

Tf Vüol-fers attempt to express the immensity and single texture of his

country often results in Whitmanesque catalogues and chants, his desire to ,,,,.r¡'.,
:t 

-:::::::

express its character is manifested in the search for uniquely Amerícan 
;,,:,,.-.ì:,

things, places, institutions, and people. Vfhen he says, "No one has writ- 
:':::': '

ten any books about America--I mean the real America",25 he is expressing

the same dissatisfaction as Eugene d.oes at Pulpit Hill, in his boredom

with "Essays for College Men--Vüoodrow Wilson, Lord Bryce and Dean Briggs", r-'r-,,;

f'But¿¡s¡s vras no word here of the loud raucous voice of America, political

conventions and the Big Brass Band, Tweed, Tammany, the eig Stick, lynching

bees and black barbecue parties, the Boston Irish, and the damnable

machinations of the Pope as exposed by the'Babylon HolLow Trumpet'-(Dem.),
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the rape of the Belgian virgins, rum, oil, v{all Street and Mexico" (p. 330).

Vfolfe would have thought of these things--along with a hundred other Amer-

ican things enshrined in his novels: baseball, the railroad, the Civil

!Íar, the American circus, the courthouse, Neh/ York City--as legends. In

all their apparent plainness or tawdriness, these distinctively American

things have a symbolic and evocative power, and become "elfin and lovely":

"Behind him, the cheap million lights of the concessionaries, the clatter,

the racket, the confetti, the shrill b1are of the saxophones, all the

harsh joyless noise of his country, was softened, was made sad, far, and

phantom. The wheeling merry-go-round, the blaring dance-orchestra, played

'K-K-K-Katy Beautiful Katyr, 'Èoor Little Buttercup'', and 'iust a Babyrs

Prayer at Twilightr. And that cheap music turned elfin and lovely; it

was mixed into magic--ít became a part of the romantic and lovely Virginias"

(p. 436) .

In VÍolfers hands, these things become characterístic or representêtive

of America, and the way he uses them to get at the heart of American cul-

ture concurs with the methods of the folkloristic school of history and

sociology. Richard Dorson's views are representative: "The vital- folk-

lore and especially the legends of a given period in American history

reflect the maín concerns and values, tensions and anxieties, goals and

drives of the period."26 That is, the "lies" of legendry telL the truth

about a society in a way that history--in its elitist preoccupation with

politics and. financial concerns--does not.

Vlolfe's desire to express a truly American legend in Look Homewàrd

Angel may be seen in his, and Eugeners, search for an American ghost--for

a superhuman, enduring, and omnipresent embodiment of the spirit of the

Iand and. its lost, lonely, hungry people. The problem is that America is
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a young country that has, as yet, "no ghosts to haunt it,, (p. 35Ð.27

In Ameríca, the very idea of a ghost is slightly ridiculous: "He was

reading Euripídes, and. all around him a world of white and bl-ack was

eating f,ried food. He v/as reading of ancient sorceries and old ghosts,

but did an ol-d ghost ever come to haunt this land? The ghost of Hamletrs

Father, in Connecticut. 'n... I am thy fatherrs spirit, / Doomed for a

certain term to walk the night / Between Bloomington and Port1and. Maine"'

(p. 352). Such a ghost as that of Hamletrs father is so obviously out

of place in America, for America is an untamed wil-d.erness which cannot

forever draw its strength from transplanted European traditions, and yet

has few venerable traditions of its own: "Stogged in the desert, half-

broken and over-thrown, among the columns of lost t.emples strewn, there

was no ruined image of Menkaura, there \¡/as no alabaster head of Akhnaton.

Nothíng had been done in stone" (p. 352).

This passage may be compared with the much later piece of work, "The

' Microscopic Gentleman from Jap¿¡¡."28 Mr. Katamoto, a sculptor who 1ives

in the flat directly below George Vüebber, is a tiny man who nevertheless

performs "the labors of a Titan." One of his sculptures is described as i,',,,1t,
r.: : :.,

a "North Dakota PericLest', and another as an "Ozlzmandias" (the reference ¡,',:

to shelLeyts poem suggesting titanic labours that have come to nothing, "'".'

and been swallowed by the immensity of earth). Vlhile Mr. Katamoto's ef-

forts belie the claim that "nothing had been done in stone" in America, it 
:r.,::+

is equally clear that such stone-work as that of this little foreigner is i''; ''

altogether inappropriate, and even curiously inadequate, for the American

environment. Nevertheless, Katamotots "prod.ucts h/ere apparently in greater

demand. than those of American scul-ptors."
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The young Eugene ís similarty indiscriminate in his tastes: "He

Iiked all weírd fable and wild invention... he liked the fabulous wherever

he found it, and for whatever purpose." Recognízíng that legend is truer

than fact, "He did not want his ghosts and. marvels exprained. Magic was

mag'ic." Yet he ignores, with that prejudice Americans often have against

the common and home-grown, legendary material-s that are native to his

own country: "He wanted old ghosts--not Indian ghosts, but ghosts in armor, ,,,.,,,,,,, ,,,,i

the spirit of old kings, and pillioned ladies with high coned hats.', sud- 
:. ':::,t:".'

ì'l -,.:.:...

den1y, however, his truer instincts are touched: "Then, for the first ,,.,j.',::.,.r,,.

time, he thought of the lonely earth he dwelt on. Suddenly, it was strange

to him that he should read. Euripides there in the wilderness" (pp. 351-352t

emphasis mine)

The beginning of this passage shows that Eugene stil1 connected the

idea of "myth" and "fable" exclusively with foreign or ancient (especially

Greek) literature: he read Euripides (Alcestis was the "noblest and.

Loveliest of all the myths of Love and. Death") and Aeschylus (although in

Prometheus "the fabre moved. him more than the play"), and also Boccaccio

and Swift ("therets no better fabulist in the world"). From Sophocles, ',,,,, 
,,,,,,,-,,

.,-. ., , .,,

Oedipus Rex, however, he learned the distinction between art and myth: it .,..:,';,, ',,,

.:,:.'.;'.'- _' :.-..:.'.

is "not only one of the greatest plays in the world., it is one of the

greatest stories... --perfect, inevitable, and fabulous." That is, the

story itself is mythic; but not all art is mythic: onry the greatesÈ and
l.,,,t',.,,ar1. ,..the most moving combines art and myth. The compliment to Swift must be r;:rjr'.r:r'ir'':1'

considered in the light of lfolfe's opinion, expressed in the "To the Reader"

prefacing Look Homeward., Angel, that "a more autobiographicat work than

Gulliverrs Travels cannot easily be imagined." The combination of auto-
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biography and fable ind.icates that Vüolfe felt truth to be best embodied.

in fable, or seeming lie, and the frequent allusions to Swift's book

(see also pp. 58, 66) suggest that Wol-fe is conscious of using similar

fictional techniques.2g :::

This whole passage (pp. 351-352), then, is extremely important as an

index to Eugene's development, summarizing many of the main themes dis-

cussed so far in this studyi the importance of distinguishing fantasy 
::,,,1,.,,

from myth or legend., of abandoning mere fantasy and learning to recogníze ..i'j'i

the truth in myth, and of sloughing off borrowed culture and forging an .,,.,..'..::r'

individualistic, or native, heritage out of the material of one's own

nationa1environment.ItshowsEugenegropingtowardsaconceptofAmer-

ican legend, a definition of the American ghost.

An earlier scene had shown Eugene imagining himself as "The Dixie

Ghost": "He became the hero-actor-star, the lord of the cinema, and the

lover of a beautíful movie-queen, as heroic as his postures, with a

superior actuality for every make-believe. He was the Ghost and he who

played Èhe Ghost, the cause that minted legend into fact. He was those 
i

heroes whom he ad.mired" (p. 227). Here the gunslinger, an American ghost 
:,,.,,i

or legend, has been "minted into fact", but not into art, for in Eugeners ','.'.i',

' 

l"t'-'

mind, and in the thousands of paperback thrillers of the !{ild lrlest when

"passions were primitive", the whole western romance is invariably set

against "the convenient blaze of a constantly setting sun." But Eugene's 
i,,j..,,

game of being "those heroes whom he admired" is not merely a game: this, :.:-:-::i

too, is fact, for while most people do not act like heroes, they all think

like heroes. The hero is a psychic projection, not only for an individual,

but for a whole culture; and as Vrtolfe is to say in The Hills Beyond, "the

spirit of a people is recorded in the heroes ta nr"*"t-
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Perhaps the real hero of Look Homeward., Angel is Ben, and he makes

a climactic and triumphant appearance in the book's last chapter, in the

form of a ghost. As Eugene qn""iiorrs the phantom on the porch of Gantrs

marble shop, Ben insists that he is not a ghost--meaning simply that he

is not a ghost like that of Hamlet's father. For America has no such

ghosts; they belong to the European tradition: "I am thy father's spirit,

doomed for a certain term to walk the night--lBut not here! Not here,

Ben!' said Eugene. 'ûvhere?' said Ben wearily. 'In Babylon! In Thebes!

In all the other places. But not here!"'(p. 517). Eugene ís stilf

astounded that "miracles" can occur in his own country, that America can

actually be the home of myth and legend. But this chapter shows trTolfe

attempting to build something in stone, some lasting, legendary tradition

or symbof in the sprawling wild.erness of his country. Where O1d Gant

had failed to carve an angel because he was not an artist--"He wanted to

wreak something dark and unspeakable in him into cold stone. He wanted

to carve an angelrs head. ... He never learned to carve an angel's head"

(p. 4),--through the ghost of Ben these marble angels are brought to

life, and do a haunting moonlíght dance right in Gant's shop. Eugene,

the young American artist, sees Gantts angels come to life, while V,Iolfe

the writer carves them in words. ïf Canþy is right in declaring that

Gant, "in his vast energy and incredibl-e vitality is the o1d America

where man almost became worthy of his continent"r3i then Eugene repre-

sents a ne\^z and refined breed of American who d.oes have this worthiness

within his reach--if only for a fleeting but transcendent moment.

It is Ben, however, even more than the angels, who is the lasting

monument to America, a legend made out of its own earth. Through Ben,

"all the minutes of lost time collected and stood still", and Eugene sahi

l_ ,-::

.:....
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a vision of "the fabulous lost cities" and the "vanished cul-tures", of all

the world's legendry and history intermingled. He also saw it all vanish,

but "amid. the furnbling march of races to extinction, the giant rhythms of

the earth remained. " Even though linear history and its facts are eaten

away by time, myths and legends remain, and although "new men" come with

their "new gods", they are really the same old. gods in slightly different

garb. Ben has already taken his place beside a¿oiis, Attis, and Osiris

(the names of Proserpine, Ceres, and Demeter are mentioned specífically)

by the beginning of Part Two, where he is linked with the advent of Spring:

Spring is "that sharp knife" (p. 78) with its "fresh-bladed tender grass,,,

and Benrs "face is like a blade, and a knife, and a flicker of light";

every Spring the plum tree "will grow young ag'ain", and Ben's face, burned

into Eugeners memory, "scowls beautifulllz forever" (p. 137).

Legend keeps man in touch with the earth's cyclical rhythms of re-

newal, and is thus an ansvrer to "lost time" and all the "forgotten faces"

that have fled down the corridor of years. In America, "a11 of the gods

have lost the way"--"the earth is full of ancient rumor and they cannot

find the way" (p. 78)--and it is the job of the American artist to re-

kindle the old gods in the wilderness of his traditionless country, in a

form Èhat wíll be meaningful to Americans. Americans could not envision

Apollo prowling the streets of Altamont, haunting the newspaper office

or the Uneeda Lunch No. 3, any more than they could see Thomas Aquinas in

Exeter--but they do feel for the ghost of Ben: "We can believe in the

noÈhingness of lífe, \¡re can believe in the nothingness of d.eath and of

life after death--but who can believe in the nothingness of Ben? Like

Apo1lo, who did his penance to the high god in the sad house of King

Admetus, he came, a god with broken feet, into the gray hovel of this world.
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And. he lived here a stranger, trying to recapture the music of the lost

world, trying to recall the great forgotten language, the lost faces,

the stone, the leaf, the door" (p. 465).

Pure "fantasy" continues throughout the V'Iolfe canoni in The Vüeb

and the Rock , f.or example, there is Monk V'lebberrs chapter-long revery over

his winning as a mistress the wealthy and. elegant woman whose lost purse

he has found and return"d.32 But these fantasies are always made fun of:

they picture the mind of adolescent America, a country which is stit1

growing up, and whose legends are still in the process of "gel1ing"--or

rather, whose natives are still in the process of learning to accept and

to take seriously theír own indigenous legends.

, 
-t You Can't Go Home Again, George Webber encounters a New York waiter

who tells him an exotic "Armenian" story in the hopes that George will

write it up and split the profits with him. The story is grotesquely

sensational and contrived--a product of popular fantasy--and the waiter

assumes that the mere fact of its foreignness is "enough to guarantee rare

colour and fascinatíng interest." Upon the conclusion of the story the

Iast waitress leaves the restaurant; the waiter says good-night to her

and then relates to George, very briefly, her poignant history. He ends

\^rith "a far-off look of tragic but tranquil contempl-ation in his eyes",

then returns to his gross enthusiasm over the "Armenian" story. Clearly,

the story of the American waitress is not only the more moving story, but

the truer and the better one, and finally the more universal and "legendary"
aa

one.'- The waiter does not realize this because it is only American, with

none of the exotic splendour of Armenia. Wolfe makes a similar point in

the story "Gentlemen of the Press"r34 which ridicules the reporter "Red"

for trying to trace Lincolnrs ancestry back to Napoleon: Americans will
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not accept the fact that they are just plain Americans; they.must have

something more exotic. "On Leprechaurr""35 crt1icLzes Amerícans for

pampering foreign artists (especially lrish ones) and kicking their native

sons in the teeth, and "Portrait of a Literary Criti."36 cites Mark Twain

as a fine writer while satirical-Iy addíng that he could never have been

truly great "just because he was--American. " This emphasis on American

art, and on plain American stories as ample material for art, is thus

one of the.major themes ef 'v,Iolfets last great novel , and atso one with

which he was occupied in many of Èhe later short works. But, as this

chapter has shown, it was a theme which had obsessed him from the time of

Look Homeward, Anget.

It is in The Hills Beyond, however--V'Iolfe's final , unfinished work--

that he was to consummate, as far as he was able in his short life, his

desire to create a legendary pícture of America, to tell "some of the

stories about America that have never been told. "
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(Notebooks, Vol.I, pp. 79-BI).
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CHAPTER III

THE HILLS BEYOND

Nathan Rothman argues that, starting with Of Time and the River,

the major influence upon V'lolfe changed from Joyce to Whitman. ir]íth the

second novel we have much more frankly the "pure poetic chant", "the im-

personal, racial voice", "the great catalogs of times and years and places,

names, occupations, men and women, sounds and smells, words and gestures
1of America."- The shift is evid.ent even in the late'chapters of Look

Homeward, Angel, especially with Eugene Gant's first taste of independ.ent

travel. On his trip to the east coast he sees "the toughs, the crooks,

the vagabonds of a nation--Chicago gunmen, bad niggers from Texas, Bo\^/ery

bums, pale Jews with soft palms, from the shops of the city, Swedes from

the I'liddle-Vlest, Trish from New England, mountaineers from Tennessee and

North Carolína, whores, in shoals and droves, from everywhere...." (p. 427).

The man who would write his countryrs legend, who would tell "some of the

stories about A¡nerica that have never been to1d", must lose his own

identity so that he may find it, must immerse himself in and explore the

strongest drives of his race if he is to understand those drives in him-

self--and this is the function of the'ichant", the "racial voice.rr Eugene's

first summer away from home on his own is an "initiation to the voyage"''

and "a prelude to exile" (p. 43L), and this is how the boy begíns his

discovery of the true America--for Americans are "a nomad race" (p. 428),

and wandering is part of their essence.

The change that Rothman notes is important, for it is from a European

influence to an American. It maybearguedthatmuch of the setting for Of Time

and the River is European, and that because the field of d.iscovery is

Europe, the controlling myÈhic patterns, at least on the surface of the
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book, are also European: "Wolfe decided to give shape to Eugenets search

by the use of certain Greek legends which would almost never be mentioned

except in the eight section headings. From time to time, the hero would

be Orestes, Telemachus, Proteus, Jason, Antaeus, and Kronos; twice, de-

parting from the Greek myths, he would be Faust, Each would suggest the

nature of the journey in that particular segment."2 Neverthelessr ac-

cording to Rothman, the material and voice of Of Time and the River are

more essentiatly American than in Look Homeward, Angel.3 Vtolfe himself

says that he discovered America only by going to Europe, that he in fact

thought more about his country, and learned more about itr when he was

away from it: "I had found out during these years that the \¡¡ay to discover
.:

onets own country h/as to Leáve it; that the way to find America \^/as to

find it in one's heart, one's memory, and one's spirit, in a foreign 1and."4

It may be stated as a paradox in !{olfe's work that although home is

the subject or message, travel is the medium: "Of wandering forever and

the earth again." One of Wolfe's favourite poems was Matthew Arnoldls

"The Buried Life", and Wolfe adopted the phrase as the subtitle of Look

Homeward, Angel. The poem is full of VÍolfean language and sentiment--"name-

less sadness", "unspeakable desire", "skill to utter", "a bolt is shot

back", and so on. The dominant image in the poem is that of the river, and

the final lines read., "And then he thinks he knows / T}jle hilLs where his

life rose, / Anð, the sea where it goes." Vühile "the sea where it goes"

is the subject of Of Time and the River and much of V'Iolfe's writing, "the

hills where his l-ife rose" is the subject of his final, unfínished manu-

script The Hills Beyond. Even more than Look Homeward, Angelr this final-

fragment is concerned with Wolfe's roots, for whereas the first book used

i".;1;;_ iì
ir'.:.i _ :. _,:.1
;.: :ì:1:.

a:.. i;:,:
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materials from the writerrs childhood environment, the latter probes

deep intothe verychildhood of those environs, into the childhood of Americ.a

itself.

The original title of this last book was "The Hil1s Beyond Pentland",

and the vast difference between this title and "The Hills Belrond" will be

apparent: it is a difference in direction or focus, the former looking

outward, and the latter inward. but still with an ambiguous suggestion

of the world outside. "The Hills Beyond PenLland" is equivalent to

"beyond the hills", and in Look Homeward, Angel vre are told that "Beyond

the hilts were the mines of Kíng Solomon , ... the moonlit roofs of Bag-

dad., the littte grated blinds of Samarkand, the moonlit camels of Bythinia

..." (p. 16I). The list goes on to include all the exotic and romantic

imaginings of a boy. The hills are "the cup of reality" (p. 158), and

Eugene felt that within €heir ring there \,rras "confusion and waste" and form-

s beyond the hil ct, ordered world of ro-lessness, whereas beyond the hills was the pêrfe,

mance and fantasy: "There v¡as no disorder in enchantment" (p. 160). By

the end of that book he has learned that childhood fantasy is simply

unreal, untrue, and in the course of the next novel he learns that true

reality is in the hills, in his roots, in discovering the legendary qualities,

the heightened realities, in his own folk. Look Homewaid. Angel is ful1 of

words such as "hillbound", "hil1-haunted", "hillborn", "hil1-1ost", "moun-

tain-walled", "prison-pent", and by the ti-me of The Hills Beyond the focus

has shifted from trying to escape from the hills to learning to escape

through the hilts. The following commenÈ in the Notebooks is roughly con-

temporaneous with The Hills Beyond: "Each man of us, he has his own

America, his ówn stretch, from which here outward he shatl shape his

scheme, until- the lengths, the patterns, and the prospect is all his,
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but he must start first with hís own."5 Legend, in fact, iswhat results

from "the fusion of two strong egotísms, El-izars inbrooding and Gantrs

expanding outward."6 one must go inwards and backwards in order to expand

outward and become universal, and. this is what The Hil-ls Beyond. does.

This is why it is so important to Wolfe in The Story of a Novel that

he has renounced the desire to visit a million cities, meet a million

people, and, in short, do everything that could possibly, and impossibly,

be done in a human lifetúme: "And now I really believe that so far as the

artist is concerned, the unlimited extent of human experience is not so

important for him as the depth and intensity with which he experiences
)

'7

things."' The completion of Of Time and the River sees a change from the

restless, aimless wanderer, to the man who begins to look homeward and

inward for his meanings, who looks not at a million thinls, but into the

heart of a single thing that he knows:

The quality of my memory is characterized.. I believe,
in a more than ordinary degree by the intensity of
its sense ímpressions. ... I would be sitting, for
example, on the terrace of a café watching the
flash and play of life before me on the Avenue de

railing that goes along the boardwalk at Atlantic
City. I could see it instantly just the way it was,
the heavy íron pipe; its raw, galvanized look; the
way the joints were fitted together. It was all so
vivid and concrete that I could. feel my hand upon
it and know the exact dimensions, its size and weight
and shape. And suddenly l woüld realize that I had
never seen any railing that looked like thís in Europe.
And this utterly_ familiar, common thing would sudden-
1y be revealed to me wíth all the wonder with which we
discover a thing which we have seen all our life and
yet never known before.S

These intense sensual memories are legendary; in trfolfets mind, the iron

railing at Atlantic City, like the wall and the door., is characteristically

and essentially American. It should be noted, too, that these sense ::::::
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experiences take on the force of legend only at a sígnificant remove

in time, space, or motion. In Look Homeward, Angel Eugene pondered the

fact that so many of his remembered sensations "had been caught from a

whirling landscape through the windo\^rs of the train":

And it was this that awed. him--the weird
combination. of fixity and change, the ter-
rible moment of immobility stamped with
eternity in which, passing life at great
speed, both the observer and the observed
seem frozen in time.... [It was] like those
motion-pictures that describe the movements
of a swimmer making a dive, or a horse taking
a hedge--movement is petrified sud.denly in mid-
air, the inexorable completion of an act is
arrrested. Then, compleÈing. its parabola,
the suspended body plops down into the poo1.
Only these imqges that burnt in him existed.
without beginning or ending, without the es-
sential structure of time (p. 159).

Like al-l legends, they exist outside time, in a cyclic pattern or parab-

ola of timelessness. At this point, however, Eugene is merely baffled

by the seeming paradox that these fi-xed images and moments, Vtordsworthian

"spots of time", are caught through the window of a speeding train. But

there is no contradiction, for the train itself is an American legend

and legends themselves stand still I ate frozen, at the same time that

they embody the forward movement and. destiny of a nation.

It would not be accurate to say that The Hitls Beyond owes its

legendary character to this Proustian type of heightened sensual remembrance.

Tn this later work, the distance necessary for the flourishing of Vüolfean

legend is not achieved through the agonized. memory of a single American,

but through the memory of the whole nation. This accounts for the greater

objectivity of Wolfe's style in The HiIIs B-eyond; the book ís an historicat

novel, in the truest sense. As Robert Penn ütarren noted prophetically in
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May, 1935, "Mr. Wolfe promises to write some historical novels, and they

may well be crucial in the definition of his genius, because he may be

required to re-order the use of his powers."9

Sadly, Wolfers critics have not considered The Hills Beyond to be

"crucial" at all; in fact, it has been largely ignored. Among the major

critics, Richard Kennedy has devoted the most space to l¡,Iolfe's little

posthumous orphan, and his comment is limited to a single paragraph in

his huge and otherwise d.efinitive study of the literary career: "The

collection of anecdotal improvisation and the creation of legendary

figures like Bear and Zack Joyner have attracted the interest of folk-

Iorists and regionalists but scarcely anyone el-se. lilith his excursion

into talt tal-e and folk humor lfolfe tried hard. Unfortunately, it is

all as consciously initative as his attempts to write rfolk drama' in his

student days. He was working in a dead tradition like an antiquq-maker.

The kind of legendízing that came naturally was the conversion of his own

experience into living legend."f0 Kennedy does recognj:ze that Wolfe had

a theory of legend: on the same page (but no longer talking.specifically

about The HiLls Bèyond) he states one of !üolfe's basic aims as "the appre-

hension of that 'condensed and heíghtened form of reality' he called

Iegend." But in so brusquely dismissing The Hills Beyond on account of

the inferior quality of its art, Kennedy and most other critics have faiLed

to consider its importance from a standpoint of theory and technique.

Furthermore, a study of Wolfe's final master-pl.rrlt t.rr"als that the author

did not intend The Hills Beyond to stand alone, but envisioned it as the

first volumê of his great work, to come at the beginning and to set the

stage and background (both technically and thematicalty) for atl that

( .n:..i

l:ì ,'i

followed.
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The Hills Beyond might almost be read. as a \^/ork of theory. Along

with his rnany other styles, VÍolfe frequently used the expository, and this

aspect of his voice has, again, been ignored by the critics (except, of

course, in the case of the l-etters, the Notebooks, and The Story of a

Novel, in all of which the expository occurs in its frankest form). Pas-

sages of pure or but thinly-disguised theory, philosophy t ar explanatíon

are interspersed freely throughout all the major novels, but one is most

al¡Iare of this in The Hills Beyond. Despite its unfínished state, it has

a more "finished" quality than any of the other books (and perhaps for

this very reason it is a less satisfying expression of Wolfe's art). It

is pervaded by a calm, a control, an objectivity, and a sense of direction

(although still marked b1r Vrlolfe's sprawl and gigantic scope) quite unchar-

acteristic of the earlier works. The text ís lard.ed. with quite objec-

tive comments and whole passages in which the author, speaking in his own

voice, discusses everything from history, myth, and legend, to anthropology,

sociologyr and his own opinions of the characters he is presenting. One

of these passages is especially significant, f.or it occurs in the early

chapters and presents, in the form of a miniature essay, most of the

book's themes and theories. This is the same passage of which Lestie Fietd

comments that it is "almost

folk tale or a myth"rl2 and

if Vüolfe hrere explaining the evolution of a

begins, "Bear Joyner, like his famous son,

AS

ir

was increate with myth, because the very nature of the man persuaded it....

It is not the Myth that falsifies the true identity of man.... The Myth is

true."l3 In regard to this concept--perhaps the most important idea in

the book--the author cites the example of Lincoln, sayi.ng that the unauth-

enticated legends surrounding the man give a far more truthful picture of

him than do the verifiable historical facts. The passage goes on, for
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many pages, to present several more of the bookrs central themes.

First of all, r¡re are told that "Myth is founded on extorted fact"

(p. I7O), that legendary stories, "if they did not happen--they should.

have!" (p. L74). This stance of idealism, of legend as a primordial

ideal, will be familiar from the first two chapters of this study. We

"cannot guess the reason".for the shape of these legends, "except that

men sought India once" (p. 170)--and for Vüolfe this is sufficient explan-

ation.

Second.ly, Vüolfe notes the importance of place, or geography, to the

character of a legend: "411 things must have their precincts, and our

own are there, in Old Catawba, with Bêar Joyner, in the hills of home"

(p. 170). We are told repeatedly that it does not matter where Bear

Joyner came from , for he was formed out of the hills of Catawba, and one

need look no further. Of Zack Joyner, the author says he \,rras "as much a

part of alï theír lives as the geography of their native earth, the c1i-

maÈe of their special weather. No other place but OId Catawba could have

produced him" (pp. L73-I74). From here, it is but a short step to the

idea that America, because of her special climate and topography, will

have her own special legends, and that these legends may in turn be used

to deduce the national character.

This gives rise to a third. premise: "If, as CarIyIe says, the hist-

ory of Èhe world is recorded in the lives of its great men, sor too, the

spirit of a people is recorded. in the heroes it picks" (p. I72). It is

not enough, then, to say that a hero is "increate with myth": his people'

too, are increate with a.need or desire for certain kinds of heroes. And

"it does not matter", the author tells us, "how much the man shaped the

myÈh, how much the myth shaped the man, how much Zack Joyner created his

.:.'-.;::-

f: r.:::;.
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own folk, or ho\^7 much his people created himrr (p. L73).

Finally, Vfoffe leaves us in no doubt as to his legendary intentions

in the creation of Bear and Zack Joyner. Zack, he says frankly, was the

peoplets "hero", "their own native Lincolnr', "their Crockett and Paul

Bunyan", "a native divinity", "their legend and their myth": "a kind of

living prophecy of all that they themselves might wish to be" (p. 173).

Furthermore, Leslie Field has shown that in Bear Joyner I¡trolfe has created

a legendary figure who conforms in his major attributes to traditional

American heroes, such as Mike Fink and Paul Bunyan. Vüolfe drew "heavily

on folklore material for the purpose of writing his fictional history of

America", and Bear Joyner is "the father of America--an Amerícan Moses."14

It is well to keep in mind Richard D-orson's warning: "Must we explain

that a novelist does not create fol-k heroes, unless his characters pass into

oral tradition?"lS But it must also be remembered that lrlolfets concept of

legend encompasses much more.than the wordts textbook connotation of Ëhe

oral and pseudo-historical. The Hills Beyond deals mainly with the rela-

tionship between history and legend, and these in some ways become metaphors'

respectively, for fact and fiction. Etymologically, Iegend is a way of

"reading" ¡ for Wolfe it is also a method of writing.

In this expository manner, then, Wolfe early on presents the themes,

and also the techniques, that are to inform The Hills Beyond, and eventu-

ally the whole of his grand scheme. To follow each of these ideas as ít

unfoLds would be much too lengthy an undertaking for this study; it is

enough to note that Vüo1fe v¡as deliberately occupied with manipulating his

materials according to an integrated theory of legend.

Another aspect of this theory, as v¡e have seen, is sltmbol , and \^7e may

take the American courthouse as an example of Wolfe's conscious real-ization
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of s1'mbol. In examining the ways in which an author can rejuvenate

popularized but tt.t.typ-l materials, Leslie Fiedler explains, "The

writer can, like Graham Greene or Robert Penn Warren, capture for

serious pruposes--that is, re-render through complex and subtle Signa-

tures--debased "popular" Archetypes; the thriller, the detective story,

the western or science-fiction."16 This is exactly what Wolfe does in

his marvellous re-creation of the courtroom drama (pp. L97-2O3) ' which

"hasn't changed a bit" since Zack Joyner's time. "The whole history of

man is here", and "in it. somehow, is the whole enigima of our violent and

tormented life--the huge complex of America, with all its innocence and

guilt, its justice and its cruelty, its fawlessness and íts law" (p. f99).

V[ith the courthouse, as so often in Look Homeward, Angel, we again see

I,folfe re-discovering or re-defining a legend, where before was only a welter

of popular fantasy. Drawing a fine line between sentiment and melodrama,

on the one hand, and genuine legend, Wolfe attempts to describe what it is

that Americans have found so fascinating about trials and lawyers and

courtrooms, concluding, t'The county courthouse was, in short, America--

the wilderness America, the sprawling, huge, chaotic, criminal America"

(p. 255). In developing this symbol or legend of pioneer America' Wolfe

notes "the way the county courthouse shaped human life and destiny through

afl America": "In Libya HilI the courthouse was the center of the com-

munity, for Libya Hill had been the county courthouse before it was a town.

The town grew up around the courthouse, made a Square, and straggled out

along the roads that ted away to the four quarters of the earth" (p. 253).

In this way, the courthouse is the New World counterpart of the European

church. !ùhereas in Europe it had been the church which was the central

structure in any tov¡n, and the focus for ecclesiastical, governmental¡ and
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even military power, in America the courthouse has emerged as temple,

the law as the new religion, and the judge or lawyer as priest, pr€-

siding over an obscure but somehow cleansing and necessary pattern of

rituals. "The lawyer", says the author, "was a kind of medicine man to

Èhe community" (p. 1196), possessed of an esoteric, recondite, and truly

"mystic" (as it is termed on p. 193) body of charms, incantatíons, and

rites which gave him a power over the common people. Thus arose the

phenomenon of the lawyer,/politician in Ameríca, as 1aw became, not a

function of ecclesiastical life (as it was in Europe), but a religion in

itself. Just as priests had theír eyes set more on positions of political

power than on heaven, so "from the beginníngs of American life the profes-

sion of the 1aw was commonly considered, not so much an end in itself, as

a means to an end" (p. 196).

Zack Joyner, of course, is Wo1fe's personification of this force in

American society, and his way had been paved by the "OId Man of the Tribe"

in his persistence, even late in life, in learning to read: "The pattern

of divergence was set by the founder of the clan. At a time when it was

the convention of all men in the wilderness to be illiterate, in a place

where the knowledge contained in books was of no earthly use, nothing

would suit old Bear Joyner but that he must learn to read" (pp. L7I-L72) .

And this is what makes these figures legendary: they are prototypes, as

well as embodiments, of the basic drives that have formed the American

culture and character. This is as true, to a certain extent, of the other

members of the Joyner clan as it is of Bear and Zack, although in this

unfinished novel the others are not nearly so well developed. Leslie

Field observes that the Joyner children, "in their various occupations--

lawyer, politician, teacher, businessman--represent the occupational face

1..::..

i ..::
:i:. -l
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of America. They stand as prototypes of myriad. ruial and urban occu-
-t7

pations."-' AndOld Catawba, as Thomas Boyle explains, is 'ran explicit

microcosm of the historical American experierr."."fB

There is a significant difference, however, in the legendary or

archetypal force behind Zack Joyner, for example 'and his less illustrious

brother Theodore. For while Theodore does represent a certain kind or

class of American, the und.eniable element in the nation's life that he

stands for is a retrogressive one. Turnus-like, he represents a force

that has stood in the way of America's true destiny, a force too weak to

prevail but strong enough to be a nuisance. For Theodore is "the plumed

knight", a flower of the false Southern military aristocracy, and one of

the features of the Southrs "intrenchment" in fantasy from which Eugene

recoiled in Lo.ok Homeqard. tutgel_. fn fact, Co1onel Joyner made his first

appearance in Look Homeward., Angel, as Colonel Pettigrew. Vüilliam Styron

has said of lrtolfe's description of Pettigrevr, on page 288 of Look Homeward,

Angel, that the "otherwise vivid passage ... is diminished rather than

reinforced by the culminating Joyce-like atlusion: ...'He hras a very

parfit gentil knight. "'19 Quite ,to the contrary--the "parfit genÈil

knight" touch is the very thing that is most important, f.or it exposes

the Colonel as a transplanted and hoked-up European legend. Just as Amer-

ica has no Claudian ghosts, so too no genuine American hero could be a

knight: America has its military heroes, but they are not "parfit" or

!'gentil". Americans, in their very efforts to be heroic, are often gro-

tesque, and the result is a Pettigrew or a Theodore Joyner, who are but

weak shadows of legends, aborted attempts to live up to true legends.

Theodore is "the stock type of the rsouthern Colonel-plumed knight"'
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(p. 2O7), and a symbol of the South's penchant for fantasy, turning away

from "the hard and ugly realities" and escaping "into the soft dream of

vanished gloriesl' (p. 210).

In the Reconstruction South, this fantasizing adopted a form almost

like that of reliEion. In The Hills Beyond, we are told that after the

Civil Vüar many southerners \i¡ent through a series of "psychic processes"

that gave rise to "a vast mythology of the rnrar"--a mythology that had the

force of "supernatural sanction: and that I'became a kind of folk religiíon"

(p. 2LO). !{olfe is here parodying the steps in the formation of an orga-

nized religion: first the psychic need, then the mythologizíng, then the

divine sanctíon. the next steps are a priest, a vocabulary or litany, and

a church. Theodore Joyner, who "resurrects" his military school and

himself becomes ".a kind of sacred symbol" (p. 2L2), is one of the new

priests. But ,a church cannot operate v/ithout an order of service, and

this "concrete manifestation" of the mythology comes to Theodore in the

middle of the night as an "inspiration", in the form o.f t'a. sequence of

ringing phrases": "First at Manassas, fightingest at Antietam Creek, and

by far the farthest in the I¡Iilderness" (p. 2LL). Compared. Lo Americars

true religion--which, for better or \^rorse, is the law--Theodorets cult

is a false and pranked-up religion of fantasy, taking its nouristrment

from an imagined and decayed past rather than from the force and promise

of a young nation's destiny.

Clearly, Wol-fe ridiculed Southern legendizing because it was so elitist

and exclusively Southern, whereas a true American legend must somehow be

true for the whole country. A passage in the Notebooks explains, in no

uncertain terms, I¡tolfe's opinion of this aspect of the Southern mentality:
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"It came about that in the South, more than in any other section of the

land, we became makers of myths about our lives, makers of myths about

all living, and these myths did not often have the core of truth or

beaut¡z that a great myth had, but r,rlere more often spurious, sweet, and 
..,,,1.,,,.1:,.'''.'..:

shoddy, and behind their florid phrases dwelt forever the shame and

silence of our fear."20 Theodore Joyner is one of several characters in

TheHi1tsBeyondwhorepresentthisintrenched,retrogressivequa1ityof
a,,t'a ,t , :t 

I i

life in the South. Other examples of this strain are Old Looky Thar, '''"1,"'¡t",'

the grotesquely wounded practitioner of "professional veteranism", and .''.,,'. ,

l::,:::t:::.::

Theodorets wife, the type of the "pure Southern lady" whose sole standard

for measuring character is "family".

Even more inbred and retrograde, perhaps, are "The People"--those who,

whenthetrueAmerican1egendwasto'!gototown'',stubborn1yandigno-
:

rantly kept to the hills. They are "turned in upon themselves"r'"unseekin9", 
i

)

"turned backwards no\Àl, world-lost, in what was once new land! " (p. 184) . 
i

At one point, the author even indicates that his sympathy is with the
:

"tor¡rn" Joyners by the use of a first-person pronoun: "They [the Joyners

who stayed in the híllsl would not come with us. They did not have it in 
;,,,,.,-.1; ,,
il,tt,t 

t.'tt',

them to push on with the Joyners of the great will, the great spírit, the ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

i 
- 

' 
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great determínation" (pp. 190-191). In fact, Americars "national history :

could almost be written in the lives of men who went to townr' (p. L82),

and this goes a long way towards accounting for the importance of the city
.---:...-.
1 r' t -

i:r::::: :::

as a symbol or legendary ideal in Wo1fe's work i-::::i::

From this perspective, it might almost be said that The Hi]ls Beyond

telLs the story of America in terms 9f progress. Thus, "it really was

this sense of two d.irections that divided them. The Libya Hill Joyners

\^/eïe facing ever toward the world, and those in Zebulon a\^lay from it" (p. I83) - 11,,.'.:,"::,.::l-1 :.- r ,_
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As Bear Joyner said of the country branch of the clan, "they lived only

fifty miles ahray" from the to\^m, but it wastrthe \¡irong \n/ay". Both the

country and the South, then, are "wrong" directions, and. this is equally

true of the East. For the East, Iike the South, has tended. to hang on

to the vestiges of European culture, to take rrefuge in the glories of an

imagined past" (p. f6O). It is the East which originated "The Society of

the Sons and Daughters of the Aborigiines", with its preposterous aristo-

cratic pretensions, and ín Zack Joynerts election campaign he declared

"that the East was dead, or should be" (p.. f62): "The East now knew that

its cause was hopeless. ït had gïo\^¡n fat on power, and now it saw that it

must yield before the new men of the Vüestll (p. 160). Zachariah was one of

these "new men". Under his banner of "shoul-d be"--the same banner under

which Wolfe campaigns his theory of the essential truth of legend--he

became the first Governor of OId Catawba to hail from the West: "The lVest

had won at last. 'And the feader and hero of that victory became from that

time on the slrnbol of the !Vest," (p. 163).

From the earliest pages of The Hilts Beyond, \n¡here Wolfe recounts the

story of the "Lost Colony" disappearing with no trace but an arrow point-

ing towards the \nlestern wilderness, it i.s clear that in the authorts mind

the Vtestris the Truth, the true America, the true d.irection of the country's

destiny. Thomas Boyle has noted the importance of "the image of the lVest"

in V'lolfe I s writings, declaring that it "has itself become an exponent of

that nebulous notlon, the American dream." Furthermore, "The West ls a

primordial image ín human experience simply by virtue of the direction of

the earth's rotation. üIest represents the end of the basic dawn to dusk

cycle.... The analogy between \^/est and human destiny is an archetypal meta-
)1

Phor. t'-*

r:ì.'..: .:_:-'
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Boyle, however, does not cite Wolfets clearest statement on this matter,

contained in a comment to Edward I'li11er, his companion on a tour of the

Western parks taken just weeks before lVolfe's death: "Almost every Amer-

ican, no matter where born, is a Westerner at heart.... The l¡Iest is

inevitable. Somehow or other the great development in this country is

taking the western direction--not north or south--but moving across. The

V'fest will be truly great when it has enough people. The V,Iest is the Amer-

. ..22l-can horazon."

Nor does Boyle examine closely enough the character Dolph Joyner, an

important personification or legend of this drive in The Hills Beyond.

Dolph, in fact, may have inspired the book's title: "He looked and saw

the hills, and his kindling vision leaped beyond them" (p. 218). He is

described as a latter-day "Moses" who gtimpses the "Promised Land" and

"the golden cities of the plains'r (p. 21-8). The West is the direction of

his vision, and finally he shocks his poor "aristocratic" parents by "going

out West, to the Territory of Oklahoma", for this was "the thing that his

sure instinct told him was inevitably right" (p. 22it) . V,Iolfe promises

"to return to him a líttle later", and it is probable that Dolph would

have had. a much more prominent place in the book's total scheme, for he is

a type of the American adventurer and visionary.

An adventurer of a different sort is John V,Iebber, the "stranger whose

sermon was brick." This man, described as being "somewhat like a brick

himself" (p. 237), confronts the problem that "nothing had been done in

stone in America" by recommending stone or brick as the material for any

new building. As a builder, he is V,Iolfe's legendary personification of

hrhat Reconstructíon should have been in the South, for he arrives in Libya

Hill with his "sermon" not long after the end of the war, and in Edward

Joynerts mind he was the "incarnation" of the "new order" (p- 23g). In
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identifying John Webber with a crucial turning point in his own life and

in the history of Libya HilI, Edward divides time into two periods--

"Before Ítebber" and "After V\lebber" (Or "B.W.tt and "4.W."). The former

was a time of insularity and stagnation in the South, and the latter a

time "when the townspeople's thoughts and visionings \¡Iere going out"

(p. 23g). "8.W." and "4.W.", one surmises, might just as easily stand

for "Before the Vr7ar" and "After the War".

fn the.late chapters of The Hills Beyond, Edward seems to emerge as

!{olfe's protagonist, possibly the successor to Eugene Gant and George
i': .: .. 

-

lrlebber. gis fathe-r Robert achieves something of legendary stature himself ,

and he certainly has the right instincts concerning the false and the

true in legendry. He is appalled at the spectacle of O1d Looky Thar, for

instance,. êrrd like Zack he was "perfectly aware of a fatal weakness in

the Southern temperament--its capacity for romantic self-deception and :

i

mythology": "God knows, before the war the thing was bad enough--Sir 
I

!{alter Scott, fake chivalry, fake lords and lad.ies, fake ideals of honor, i

fake wooden columns on the houses--everything fake except the plumbing,

which wasn't, fake because it. didn't exist at al-I" (p. 24Ð. Both Zack and ,j,,,.
t:t;-:::.

Robert have a low opinion of Theodorefs "tin-soldierdom", for they are the 
,,:,.11:

carriers of the true legend and have no use for the "gimcrack frills and ""-:

tin-horn fopperies" of the stagnant South

The characters in The Hills Beyond, then, fa1l into t\^ro categories:

those who represent the inbred intrenchment and diseased romanticism of

the South (such as Theodore and his wife), and Èhose (like Bear and Zack

Joyner) who somehow embody a truer, healthier, and more complete American

experience, standing for the legendary ideals of progress , \"Iest\^¡ard expan-

sion, democracy, and the American Dream. In much the same \^7ay that Look
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Homeward, Angel pitted fantasy against legend., The Hills Beyond contrasts-.-----.---]-
the mannered regionalísm of the South with a larger, epic pícture of a

growing America.

Hugrh Hoì-man, in hís new book on lfolfe, proposes that the American

epic is characterized above all by the author himself as hero, and this

has resulted naturally from Americats "paucity of native materials" and

the general lack of interest in history or the past among the country's

artists. Ho1man quotes James Fenimore Cooper: "There are no annals

for the historian; no follies (beyond the most vulgar and commonplace)

for the satirist; no manners for the dramatistr no obscure fictions for

the writer of romarr""."23 Holman's lack of insight in this instance (and

Cooper's, too) is remarkable, for The Hills Beyond is a book full of just

those things that Cooper says are missing in Anerica, and, however much.

the author may be the hero of Vüolfe's other novels, this is not the case

with the final work, and it is this book which probably comes closest to

embodying the spirit and technique of the epic.

Concerning "foIlies...for the satirist", The Hills eeymq abounds in

them. Wolfe's treatment of all those characters who go agàinst the legen-

dary American grain is essentially satirical, and satire as a mode is no

stranger to American symbolic writing. Daniel Hoffman, for instance, has

some illuminating comments on Melville:

[Richard] Chase describes Melvillets style às
that "required by the basic reLation bet\nleen
fact änd."fantasy in American folk art." In
Israel Potter, Melville turned from the
epical view of American folk traditions to
their satirical use. The objects of Mel-
villers satire are the failings in the Amer-
ican culture he cherished; these he was to see
most clearly in The Confidence-Man, the bit-
terest fable ever written against the back-
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ground of our native traditions. Melville ap-
propriated the stereotypes of contemporary
folklore and popular literature and. trans-
formed them into symbolic representations
of the A¡nerican character.... Havíng subtly
blended them with grander myths from clas-
sical and Christian traditions, Melville used ,', ,

these native materials with an awareness of : :'::

potential evil which, by contrast to their
optimistic comedy, gives his satire great
dramatic Power.24

Once again, this passage supports Leo Marxrs theory that literature ,,..-t,.i
.::.-. ..,

brings irony to bear against the fantasies of popular culture. The gen- 'i'it"',

uine satire in The Hi1ls Beyond, however, is confined to llol-fe's group ,'.¡ ',;.,,,
i. r; :'-.

of mannered and grotesquely provincial characters. The others, the

legendary personifications, of the truer directions of American development,

are given earnest treatment. Thus, The Hills Beyond, unlike Melvil-le's

Israel Potter (at least in Hoffman's reading of that work), may be said

to combine the epic and the satirical use of legendry. Vüolfe is better

able to tell the truth by showing also the falserr."=.'5

This is not to say that the tone throughout The Hílls Beyond

is not light-hearted. The calm and control and genial, folksy humour of

the work imbue its technique and spirit alike, making ít a sort of Cosmic

.Comedy, whereas the other novefs might be described. as being closer in

their conception to tragedy. By the time of The Hills Beyond Ì¡trol-fe has

gained a confidence, even a philosophic sureness' about his use of

legendary materials, and of legend as a fictional technique. He not only 
¡:,r:,.,:

emplolzs legend to teI1 the truth about American history, he moreover .i""l:i"

explains, like Frederick Jackson Turner, the theory of why legend is more

true than history. He shows us what he is doing, and then he d.oes it.

E.K. Brown has complained that "V{hat Vüolfe was unable to clarify, either
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for himself or for his readers, was the exact mode in which he passed

from the leve1 of faithful- realism to the higher, dimmer level of

imaginative symbolism. "26 But this is exactly what v,Iolfe does clarify

in Tþe Hílls Beyond: the mode is legend. Legend is both the theme and ,,,
.,",,,',t,

the technique of The Hills Beyond; as Charles Feidelson says of the

related phenomenon of symbolism, in the work of the great nineteenth-

century American authors "symbolism is at once technique and theme. It
,ì:,ì,'t'7 ::

is a governíng prínciple..."o ' Wolfets conscious aim was, in many ways, . i".',,

the same as that of his nineteenth-eentury literary forebears: "to attain 
',:.,,,i.'t:t t ;.

a language without particulat"."28

In another comparison between !Ío1fe and Melville, Robert Penn ltlarren

says that although "there is much in common between Moby-Dick and Of Time

and the Ríver" , there is a signif icant díf ference: "t.t"tt,. n"U ]lJt-

ful fa-ble, a myth of human destíny, which saved his work from the centrif-

ugal impulses of his genius, and which gave it structure and climax. Its

dignity is inherent in the feL'le itself. No such dignity is inherent in
tô

Mr. Wolfets scheme, if it can properly be termed a scheme."'-

If Mï. Vrlarren is to be"'believed., Melville told only one story; but

Wolfe's aim, especially in The Hills Beyond but also in the other novels,

\^7as to tell all the American "fables' that have inherent dignity. He was

aware of the potential po\^¡er of this archetypal material, and once noted

that the "reason why Jesust words have had such enormous influence" is

that his "parables are common folk stories."30

V'IoIfe, too, was all too keenly aware of the immensity, and perhaps

the impossibility, of his project. In Tþe Story of a Novel he descríbes

the task of the American artist as "one whose physical proportions are

i'r' ì
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vaster and. more difficult here than in any other nation on the earth.'r

Nevertheless, "he must make somehow a new tradition for himself, derived

from his own life and. from the enormous space and energy of American life,

the structure of his own desígn": "Out of the billion forms of Ameríca,

out of the savage violence and the dense complexity of all its swarming

life; from the unique and. single substance of this land and tife of ours,

must we draw the power and energy of our own life, the articulation of

our speech, the substance of our art."31 Perhaps V,Iolfe came closest to

meeting this task through his use of American legend, and through his

theory of legend as a superior reality, as a language and technique for

fiction, and as a viable theme in itself. For it was through legend

that the author hoped to subsume "the bill-ion forms of America" into a

system of patterns, symbols, and stories that woufd characterize the whole

culture, history, and personality of his country. During his fínal and

most intensely creative years, Vrlolfe worked tirelessly on "a book that

will try to telt through the hundreds of members of one family the who'le

story of Americ u."32 It is only to be lamented that The Hills Beyond is

but the ghost of that plan.
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NOTES

l. Rothman, p. 72.

2. Richard. Walser, Thomas Vrlolfe: An Introduction and Interpretation
(New York: Barnes and Noble, 1961), p. 74. V'Ialser is the only
critic to have done a valuable analysis of how lVolfe actually uses
these myths.

3. Canby says that Of Time and the River, despite being set partly in
Europe, "is - *rt@e of the most American books
of our time. It is in the direct tradition of those earlier
anguished spirits and great seekers on our soil, Thoreau, Melville,
Whitman." (op.cít., p. 165).

4. The Story of a Novel, p. 30.

5. Notebooks, Vo1. II, p. 885.

6. Look Homeward, Angel, p. 160.

7. Thg Story of a Novel , p. 47.

8. Ibid. r pp. 3I-32.

g. Warren, p. 2O7. On p. L92, Warren outlines V'lolfets scheme, as it
then appeared, for his "big book"--a eycle of six novels.

10. Kennedy, p. 4L7.

tt. Published as'lThomas Wolfe's Rough Outline of his Last Book", in
Kennedy's "Appendix", pp. 4L5-437.
In this scheme, V{olfe's symbolic technique, his "categories" of
thought, may be seen at work in such sectional headings as "The
V,leb and the Root", "The Web and the Wheel", "The Web and the Hound",
"The Web and the !forld", etc.. Some of the proposed chapter titles
for the first section are also interesting--e.g. "A Digression on
Myths", "The Image of the Circus and His Fatherrs Earth", "Therets
Always Hercules (How Libya Hill Got lts Name) " (which last suggests
that Wotfe had the character ánd legend of Bear Joyner in his mind
even from the time of the earliest George Webber material).

L2. Leslie A. Field, "The Hills Beyond: A Folk Novel of America", in
Thomas Wolfe: Three Decades of Criticism, ed. Field (New York:
New York University Press, 1968), p. 249.

13. The Hills Beyond, p. 169. AIl further page references to The ¡fills
@apter are contained in parentheses immediatery
following the quotation.



Field, pp. 24I-242. Incidentally, one of Bear Joyner's exploits
may be likened to the ad.venture of another modern American literary
hero--Hemingwayrs Santiago in The Old Man and the Sea: "[Bear] was
known in his day to be a nighÈy hunter; and old men who remembered.
him used. to tell of Èhe time he tchased the dogs the whole v¡ay over
into îennessee, and was gone four days and nights, and never knowed
how fer from home he was!" (p. 166).

L4.

15.

L6.

L7.

Richard
London:

Les1ie A. Fiedler, "Archetype and Signature:
Relationship eetween Biography and Poetry",
Íi (1952), p. 272. Rep. in No! in Thunder:

M. Dorson, American Folklore and the Historian (Chicago and
University of Chicago Press, L97L) , p. 188.

A Study of the
Sewanee Review, Vol. LX,
Essays in Myth and

at the Core: Siudies in Thomas Wo1fe

Literature, Fiedler. (Boston: Beacon Press, L96O).

Leslie A. Fieldr op. cit., p. 242.
In a curious l-etter to Hamilton Basso, !{o1fe, in his relentless
search for great symbolic tags to pin on the vastness of'Arnerica,
tried to pin down The Characteristic Profession of Americans, conclud.ing
that "every American in a fundamental sense is a surveyor. Have you
ever thought ... of the greaÈ number of Americans who actually were
surveyors? George trVashington hras one.... T believe you would find
that mil-lions of the pioneer Americans had some knowledge of surveying
and of how to hand.le surveying ínstruments. lr7hat I am trying to say
here is that America has really never yet, in any profound and es-
sential way, been explored--it has rather been surveyed." In the same
letter, in a passage of equally legendary import, Wolfe attempts to
define The Physical Characteristics of the American ("the dry neck
of the American, a kind of prognathous set and btreakness of the face
and jaw, the way he moves and walks, a ki-nd of meagerness around the
hips, the nasality of the voice..."), saying that these result from
"a kind of weather of our lives conjoined of all our space and light
and our immense and superhuman distances." (SL, pp. 267-279)
Both of these passages indicate Wolfe's interõãt in defj-ning America
in terms of a single legendary, archetypalr'and consummate figure.

Boyle, p. 277.

William Styron, "The Shade of Thomas Wolfe", Harperrs, CCXXXVI (April,
1968), p. 1O0. Rep. in Views.

Notebooks, Vol. II, p. 760.

Boyle, pp. 274-275.

Notebooks, Vo1. II, p. 963.

The Loneliness

18.

19.

20.

2L.

22.

23. C. Hugh Holman,
(Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, L975), pp. 163-164.



24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.
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Daniel G. Hoffman, Paul Bunyan: Last of the Frontier Demigods
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1952), pp. 163-164.

If it be doubted that legend, as r¡¡e have been using thê wordr frêy
be put to satifical use, Wolfe's own use of the term'lsatitic
legendry" may be cited. (Notêbooks, Vol.II, p. 942) The so-called
"Doaksology", which never appeared. in any of Wolfe's published fiction,
is a superb example of his use of "satiric legendry". It is an
immensely comic aenealogy of the Doakes family, recounting such
adventures as that of "Syr Doakes Le Greal", "Sir Guy Le Doakes",
and how the lemon came to be the emblem of the Doakes family.
(Notebooks, Vol.fI, pp. 865-870).

Brown, p. L66.

Feidelson, p. 43.

Ibid., p. 118.

lVarren, pp. 206-207.

Notebooks, Vol. I, p. 306

The Story of a Novel, pp.

Thomas lfolfers Letters to (New York: Scribner's, 1951),

92-93.

His Mother
p. 293.
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